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Abstract
Cloud platforms must integrate three pillars: messaging, coordination of workers and data.
This research investigates whether functional programming languages have any special merit
when it comes to the implementation of cloud computing platforms. This thesis presents the
lightweight message queue CMQ and the DSL CWMWL for the coordination of workers that
we use as artefact to proof or disproof the special merit of functional programming languages
in computing clouds. We have detailed the design and implementation with the broad aim to
match the notions and the requirements of computing clouds. Our approach to evaluate these
aims is based on evaluation criteria that are based on a series of comprehensive rationales and
specifics that allow the FPL Haskell to be thoroughly analysed.
We find that Haskell is excellent for use cases that do not require the distribution of the ap-
plication across the boundaries of (physical or virtual) systems, but not appropriate as a whole
for the development of distributed cloud based workloads that require communication with the
far side and coordination of decoupled workloads. However, Haskell may be able to qualify as
a suitable vehicle in the future with future developments of formal mechanisms that embrace
non-determinism in the underlying distributed environments leading to applications that are
anti-fragile rather than applications that insist on strict determinism that can only be guaran-
teed on the local system or via slow blocking communication mechanisms.
viii Abstract
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Cloud computing is a disruptive innovation based on ‘seamless’ scaling multi-tenant infra-
structures. According to the author’s own experience1, since the year 2006 when Amazon Web
Services launched the ‘Elastic Compute Cloud’, the first commercial offering, the notions and
paradigms sold to the end customer have gone through several revisions. Initially cloud com-
puting was marketed based on the vision of simplicity, elasticity and the illusion of indefinite
resources. Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) implemented architectures they had been using in
their own IT that was designed for high efficacy and run by highly skilled staff. For example,
CSPs did away with network subnetting, network firewalls and DMZs and replacing them with
host based access lists. CSPs preferred eventual consistency before the CAP theorem and were
not afraid to use non-deterministic approaches as long as the overall result would ‘eventually
consistent’ [Vog09], and preferring to recover from failure rather than preventing it.
However, it showed very quickly that the new paradigms were asking to much from the en-
terprise clients that CSPs were trying to win as customers. During the following years CSPs
have put considerable effort in using their platforms to emulate features and experiences that
traditional IT had been following ever since. For example, by now it is possible to implement
network firewalls and there is support to deploy traditional monolithic enterprise applications,
1The author of this Thesis has been planing, implementing and researching cloud paradigms for
government and industry since the year 2008.
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to name a few. As a result enterprise customers can lift & shift what they have in their tradi-
tional data center into the cloud.
While in the field of cloud computing these adaptations are still ongoing, there are newer ap-
proaches that re-use the initial visions. Examples are micro segmentation such as VMware
NSX or Cisco ACI, stateless micro services deployed on top of Linux containers managed
by Docker, and serverless compute such as AWS Lambda for processing streams and events.
Contrary to first generation offerings of computing clouds, the newer offerings are not geared
towards traditional enterprise customers but towards innovative use cases such as the IoT and
have a high chance to achieve wide spread adoption and understanding. This thesis is focusing
on the key paradigms of computing clouds as they were introduced in the years 2006 - 2012
and re-appeared approximately in the year 2014 onwards.
1.1 Background
CSPs have the requirement to deliver on the promise in the most economic and efficient way.
Tables 1.1 and 4.1 compare the relevance, limitations and efficacy of the currently prevailing
IaaS service model with the industry vision of a fully elastic PaaS (that is not based on an
underlying IaaS infrastructure) and Utility Computing as envisioned by Carr [Car05]. The
coarse granularity of the units of scale and the identified limitations have negative implications
on the elasticity and efficacy that can be achieved (for more information, please read Chapter 4).
The coarse granularity has also negative impacts on the customer who needs to run, maintain
and secure a potentially very large number of virtualized operating systems to instantiate a
clustered application. However, this is an unacceptable overhead to CSPs and their customers
that want to leverage the theoretical promise of cloud computing to run applications or services
in a lean, seamless scaling and high available environment.
The author investigates whether the functional programming language (FPL) Haskell that provides
functions as granular, lightweight and easy access units of scale has special merit to alleviate
the issues and limitations that we currently observe in computing clouds. The FPL Haskell is
chosen as the programming language to be evaluated for the following reasons:
1.1
B
ackground
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Table 1.1: The 3(+1) service models of computing clouds
Service Model Relevance Elasticity Limitations
Infrastructure as a Ser-
vice
Currently prevailing delivery
model
Large units of scale: VM. Means
of scale: add VMs. Server cent-
ric
Offerings (S, M, L, XL) have
fixed computing power and
RAM and are not elastic. Max-
imum scale (for example RAM)
determined by the underlying
hardware.
Platform as a Service To date lowest adoption rate, but
interest in Linux containers and
Docker sparks interest in PaaS
Small(est) units of scale:
threads, processes. Means of
scale: spawning. ∞ number of
threads or processes thinkable.
Developer centric
Limited by the message passing
performance in distributed archi-
tectures (e.g. MPI, Message
Queues, Erlang).
Uitility Computing In the future IT will be pur-
chased as utility [Car05]
Unknown Cloud and utility computing
eventually lead to concentration
of hardware, services and data in
large Data Center. ‘Cloud scale’
= massive volumes in massively
distributed architectures.
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• It supports a wide range of concurrency paradigms [Mar11].
• It is a pure functional programming language that
– Implements all key paradigms of functional programming without alteration lead-
ing to the assumption that it may be justifiable to eventually generalize from
Haskell to other FPLs.
– The impact and merit of composition, currying 2 and functional data models can
be investigated clearly because they are not modified with elements of imperative
programming languages, such as destructive updates to data structures that are
possible with the setcadr functions in List and Scheme.
• It is independent from any third-party platform or runtime (for example Clojure and
Scala are built on top of JVM, F# on top of the .NET platform).
• It is being actively researched and has an ever increasing large research community.
According to the popularity tracking website langpop.com [Unt12d], in 2013, it was
ranked 10th out of the 32 most talked-about programming languages on the Internet.
• It is not developed or backed by a commercial company, such as Erlang, that, in case of
disagreement with the findings of this thesis, could pursue a lawsuit against the author.
1.2 Methodologies
Early on in the research process the author of this thesis realized that it would be impossible to
answer the research question whether FPLs, such as Haskell, have special merit in computing
clouds or not using a qualitative methodology. On the other hand, qualitative methodologies
quickly lead to the result that FPLs are ideal for computing clouds but contradict the observa-
tion that in practice they are of no importance to CSPs and their customers. For an objective
judgment the author of this thesis used a method of inquiry that has two main goals:
1. Producing new knowledge and meaning that can be shared.
2Currying a technique that is related to, but not the same as, partial function application.
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2. Include reflection as an important vehicle of investigation.
The devised evaluation methodology is a transitory productive inquiry that is an adaptation of
Kolb’s learning cycle [Kol84] and Dewey’s theory of inquiry [Dew25] as illustrated in figure
1.1. The phases mapped to this research are:
• Observe the implementation of computing clouds, such as large scale commercial public
clouds, the operational and technical requirements, and issues.
• Assume relevant evaluation criteria and fallacies.
• Select categories of evaluation criteria that can be tested through experimentation.
• Experiment and create artifacts that either proof or disproof the selected assumptions.
• Reflect on the achieved results, for example whether they can be further confirmed using
market data.
• Generalization and Interpretation of new knowledge.
Observe
AssumeGeneralize
SelectReflect
Experiment
Figure 1.1: Productive inquiry
Using this methodology the author of this thesis (i) devised the architecture 3 for a perfectly
elastic PaaS that scales tenant code through spawning, and (ii) wrote demonstrator code ad-
3The devised architectures are illustrated in Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 5.5
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dressing key issues in the three categories messaging, coordination, and the integration with
data.
To have special merit for computing clouds, FPLs would need to make a significant contribution
to alleviate the limitations identified in Table 1.1. Examples are the use of asynchronous com-
munications and novel messaging paradigms and enhance the elasticity and efficacy of mod-
ern PaaS, for example by striping the units of scale from the virtual system operating system
and eventually decoupling the units of scale in space and time using well-known coordination
paradigms in each of the three categories.
What if cloud computing did not mean to wrap VMs and operating systems that need to be
administered and protected around atomic units of scale, such as processes or threads? What if
cloud computing would have small units of scale that support distribution regardless of bound-
aries and scale of physical hardware? What if cloud computing was not server centric but
developer defined? Since all demonstrators confirmed that FPLs would be a perfect match for
computing clouds, during the reflection phase the author of this thesis decided to base the even-
tual judgment on a set of Evaluation Criteria (EC) extracted from his experimental explorations.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.2 that shows the experimental explorations on the left side of the
flow chart and the corresponding extracted EC on the right side.
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Figure 1.2: Extraction of Evaluation Criteria from Productive Inquiry
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1.3 Problem Statement
IaaS and PaaS frameworks in computing clouds are coded and architected using two units of
scale: Virtual Machines (VMs) and Threads. In the author’s opinion neither is a good solution.
While VMs as units of scale are coarse and not efficient, threads have in practice no portability
beyond the physical system. This study will use a productive inquiry to determine the degree
to which functions as provided by FPLs such as Haskell are suitable units of scale that alleviate
the technical problems and limitations in current implementations of computing clouds.
1.4 Motivation
This research started in the year 2011 when both academia and industry set out to understand
cloud computing and the paradigm changes that came with it. Computer systems and inform-
atics are standing in front of the next sea change. The impact of cloud computing paradigms on
the future of information technology could eventually be far bigger than what we might expect
at this point in time eventually resulting in a significant push towards utility computing (UC).
To date computing clouds use coarse units of scale and elasticity is based on duplication. For
example, IaaS scales tenant application by duplicating VMs and the Operating Systems and ap-
plications installed on top of it. PaaS scales tenant applications by duplicating the language app
servers, such as JVM or Rails, and the tenant application itself. Furthermore, the application
execution engine (that is a part of the PaaS platform) needs to be duplicated when the tenant
application is scaled up. Virtualized or physical load balancers are the glue that re-clusters all
these duplicated units of scale maintaining the illusion that we are facing truly scalable ap-
plication. In most cases concurrency is the required enabler for scalability.–These limitations
prevent cloud computing from being the landmark innovation that is required to put UC into
practice.
When I started this research I asked myself what if cloud computing did not mean to wrap VMs
and operating systems that need to be administered and protected around atomic units of scale,
such as processes or thread? What if cloud computing would have small units of scale that
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support distribution regardless of boundaries and scale of physical hardware? What if cloud
computing was not server centric but developer defined?
In order to produce better computing clouds, units of scale that are not based on VMs and
Threads will need to be used and made compatible with existing cloud computing architectures
and paradigms. The bright idea of this thesis is that functions as provided by FPLs could
very well be a unit of scale that bring cloud computing closer to UC, or at least brings many
improvements to computing clouds, such as quicker instantiation time, better security (because
no underlying OS needs to be administered and secured) and less energy consumption (for
more information read Chapter 4).
In practice network protocols are the most prominent cost center in distributed environments
and traditional protocols will nihilate every advance in optimizing the units of scale across
boundaries of physical systems. Protocols in distributed environments ideally will orchestrate
and coordinate. This is why my research starts out with investigating network protocols and
then continues with investigation of the suitability of FPLs as units of scale for cloud patforms
and tenant applications.
1.5 Major Contributions
This dissertation contributes to the area of cloud computing. Specifically, it introduces novel
thinking and techniques to the fields of inter-process communication, the identification and
coordination of suitable units of scale and the integration with data. The primary objective of
this dissertation is to test the hypothesis that:
1. Cloud computing platforms and applications integrate three pillars: Messaging, Co-
ordination and Data.
2. Functions, as provided by FPLs, can be used as easy access and lightweight units of
scale enhancing the efficacy across all three pillars.
3. FPLs are required for computing clouds to further develop and serve as basis of utility
computing.
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It should be noted that it is not possible to formally prove the correctness or falsehood of this
hypothesis. Instead, this dissertation is limited to providing, hopefully strong, evidence for or
against its validity. It does so by introducing a new optimistic message queue, a tuple-space
based demonstration of coordination and novel thinking about data.
This dissertation makes the following contributions:
1. The question whether FPLs (in particular Haskell) are a suitable programming lan-
guage/paradigm for systems that are distributed by nature like cloud computing has been
answered using solid conclusions based on practical experimentation. With our demon-
strator code and research we showed that Haskell is great for a single/local system, but
not the right choice (unless improvements fto Haskell are made) for cloud computing.
2. The optimistic UDP-based message queue CMQ that uses FPLs to implement an anti-
fragile message queue that matches the notion and underlying paradigms of computing
clouds. The need for an optimistic message queue is motivated by the key paradigms of
computing clouds [Vog08] that is to be prepared to take a loss and quickly recover from
it rather than implementing inefficient guarantees to prevent failure by all means.
3. CWMWL, a small DSL with four primitives that uses a central tuple store to coordinate
functions across the boundaries of physical system.
4. A set of requirements (Evaluation Criteria, EC) deducted from our implementations to
support reflection and decision making whether FPLs really have special merit in com-
puting clouds.
5. Novel thinking concerning the integration with data.
1.6 Thesis structure
The remaining chapters of this thesis can be summarized as follows.
Chapter 3 finds that in computing clouds, the FPL Haskell needs to support node level shared
nothing architectures and provide inter node message passing. We investigate suitable program-
ing paradigms for implementing the inter process communication (IPC) of a cloud-computing
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framework: (1) Remote Procedure Calls (RPC), (2) ‘Erlang-Style’ message passing and (3)
shared memory. We present the lightweight, UDP based message queue CMQ. The concept to
use UDP instead of TCP is motivated by our understanding that, in Cloud Computing, omni-
present off-the-shelf technologies (both in hard and software) are encouraged, and if preventing
errors from occurring becomes too costly, dealing with the errors may be a better solution. Al-
though CMQ is a message queue oriented communication approach, CMQ is different from the
conventional MOM approach because it challenges a number of assumptions under which con-
ventional MOM is built. For instance, in conventional MOM, messages are ‘always’ delivered,
routed, queued and frequently follow the publish/subscriber paradigm. It is often accepted that
this requires an additional layer of infrastructure and software where logic is split from the
application and configured in the additional layer. On the contrary, CMQ does just enough. It
does not offer any guarantees, such as reliable transmission, thus is very light weight with low
overhead and fast speed. Although it does not offer guarantees, it appears to be stable in the
presence of errors.
Chapter 4 assesses whether functions in the FPL Haskell can serve as easy access composable
lightweight units of scale to develop scalable software that executes on computing clouds.
We begin by highlighting the problems with threads as units of scale for the implementation
of scalable software on computing clouds and explain why functions are a better alternative.
This motivates the assessment of functions as easy access lightweight units of scale that can
be coordinated to achieve scalable distributed applications. To make functions available at all
across the boundaries of physical systems we introduce a PaaS framework based on the LINDA
coordination language. This approach is inspired by the works of Lee [Lee06], [Lee07] and
Gelertner [Gel85]4. We find that while the FPL Haskell functions provide easy access units of
scale, the FPL must be extended with a means for coordination.
Our foremost design goal is simplicity by achieving a novel unified platform rather than virtu-
alizing and replicating the implementation of a load balanced web application that has existed
since the end of the 1990s. Multiple times we challenge the academic concept of deterministic
computing arguing that nondeterministic means must be introduced where needed to fit the
4It seems that for his works Lee had scalable software on the local multicore system in mind, while
Gelertner took physically distributed system as starting point
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nature and requirements of computing clouds–without disrupting the essential determinism of
programming languages. In both, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we frequently felt as if we turned
back the clock 30 years but in a good way.
In the ‘Details’ section of this chapter we provide more information about the instances, ser-
vices and the logical architecture that we provisioned on Amazon Web Services for our exper-
iments. Furthermore we discuss our coordination language and how it can be used. Our job
here is to assess functions as suitable units of scale and to convince the reader that the approach
via a coordination language has merit.
In Chapter 5, we move the focus from computation to data. We tackle the problem of the
integration with data, a problem that has only recently been added to the feature lists and re-
search agendas of commercial cloud service providers (CSPs). Currently research in cloud
computing and distributed computing commonly investigates the distribution of computation
but seems to forget that computation frequently needs data. Although in academia the under-
lying issue that computation should better be governed by the movement of data rather than by
the ‘von Neuman-style’ program counters has been recognized and investigated by Kahn5 as
early as 1974 [Gil74], data driven programming languages (and architecture) paradigms have
never been put to widespread use. This motivates the investigation of the nature of data and
how data is currently represented in computing clouds. In this chapter we re-apply what we
have learned in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 and propose a high level framework how a next gener-
ation computing cloud that is optimized for data can be architected. This chapter has a different
structure and is not an evaluation chapter. Our mission here is to evangelize the audience to
open up their mind to give data the importance it deserves. Furthermore, we propagate the term
‘Data Gravity’ that reflects the nature of data to attract computation, not the other way around.
We argue that a distributed in memory Tuple Space (as proposed in Chapter 4) is effective
in serving as backbone for a distributed scalable fabric that acts as an abstraction layer and
virtualizes both data and computation. The exploration of data uncovered some interesting use
cases for functions: serverless computing and the IoT that frequently do not require internode
message passing and coordination. Although out of scope of this thesis, the author finds that
5Kahn processes use functions communicating through FIFO channels; in principal very similar t
our architecture
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the FPL Haskell may be a much better fit for these use cases than for computing clouds.
We conclude that our experimental work and demonstrator code was geared towards compens-
ating that Haskell has been designed with the local system in mind (for more information we
refer to Sections 4.7.1 to 4.7.6 of this thesis). Although Haskell implements all the correct
paradigms and approaches, it is tied to the local system. Haskell is excellent for use cases that
do not require the distribution of the application across the boundaries of (physical or virtual)
systems but not appropriate as a whole for the development of distributed cloud based work-
loads that require communication with the far side and coordination of decoupled workloads.
We argue that interaction of functions, or any other lightweight unit of scale, in computing
clouds need to be dealt with in ways that are intrinsically different from objects that interact
in a single system. However, Haskell may be able to qualify as a suitable vehicle in the future
with future developments of formal mechanisms that embrace non-determinism in the under-
lying distributed environments leading to applications that are anti-fragile [Tal12] rather than
applications that insist on strict determinism that can only be guaranteed on the local system or
via slow blocking communication mechanisms.
1.7 Evaluation Criteria
Users need to know the strengths and deficiencies inherent in a language, and how well a
language applies to a specific domain [How95]. The strengths and deficiencies inherent in
FPLs and how well FPLs apply to the domain of computing clouds is assessed based on a set
of EC. The EC are low level requirements that can be checked, for example, against literature
(we provide the appropriate references) and against our experimental results.
While a programming language could be fully compliant with the evaluation criteria or some
of them, in practice this does not necessarily mean that it truly can work in a cloud environ-
ment that is almost equally determined by the eight fallacies of distributed computing [RGO06]
rather than by strengths and deficiencies inherent in a language only. The fallacies were origin-
ally stated by SUN Microsystems in the year 1994 when it first published the Java programming
language–a lingua franca for the new world of distributed computing and “asserted that pro-
grammers new to distributed applications invariably make a set of assumption ... and these
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assumptions ultimately prove false, resulting either in the failure of the system, a substantial
reduction in system scope, or in large unplanned expenses required to redesign the system to
meet its original goals.” [Wik15c].
The eight fallacies of distributed computing are:
1. The network is reliable.
2. Latency is zero.
3. Bandwidth is infinite.
4. The network is secure.
5. Topology does not change.
6. There is one administrator.
7. Transport cost is zero.
8. The network is homogeneous.
It can be observed that the seven out of the eight fallacies of distributed computing are net-
work centric 6 and we have reflected the importance of network centric aspects to computing
clouds in the EC of the categories ‘Asynchronous operations and messaging’ and ‘Coordina-
tion’. Although Java has become a huge platform since it first appeared in 1995, it did not (yet)
attempt to abstract the eight fallacies away from the developers and to eventually make them a
non-concern. A possible reason may be that the eight fallacies are rooted in the practice of the
application domain distributed computing while the development of programming languages
is rooted in academic programming language theory. Mitigating the eight fallacies has always
been left up to the developer. To reflect this our evaluation criteria consider both, what the FPL
Haskell inherently provides as part of the language and how it must be used or extended to
match the evaluation criteria.
We are aware that the evaluation criteria can neither be complete nor can the answers to the
question ‘Which programming language is the best?’ be authoritative. However, we attempt to
6Fallacies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 are network centric.
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provide a framework for the evaluation of FPLs in computing clouds from that the reader can
draw their own conclusions. We propose three top level categories of application domain cri-
teria that we considers essential for FPLs to have special merit in computing clouds. The three
categories are then subdivided into appropriate requirements (or attributes) that we consider
of equal importance. A rating is given for every evaluation criteria to allow for programming
languages features to partially fulfill the evaluation criteria and to state whether a particular
implementation is ‘Best of Breed’ = 1, ‘Sufficient’ = 2 or ‘Deficient’ = 3.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Cloud computing is a disruptive innovation that is characterized by Mell [MG11] as having:
• Five key concepts: Self Service, Broad Network Access, Resource Pooling, Rapid
Elasticity and Measured Service
• Three service models: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS)
and Software as a Service (SaaS)
• Four deployment models: Private Cloud, Community Cloud, Public Cloud and Hybrid
Cloud
While most commercial clouds currently focus on IaaS and thus the deployment of dedicated
virtual machines [ABLG10, 95-105], Gartner found that the final ‘prevailing patterns [. . .]
have not been established yet’ and that by the end of 2011, all major vendors had pushed into
the PaaS market (Gartner, 2011). This research is inspired by the vision that eventually utility
computing [Car09] – that is much closer to the idea of PaaS rather than IaaS, will prevail.
Birman et al. recognize that cloud computing has two perspectives [BCvR09, 68-80]:
1. An outward looking perspective that embodies an elastic application executed in a secure
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container1 and accessible over the Internet as seen by developers and end users.
2. An an inward looking perspective that describes the large scale distributed cloud com-
puting platform and its middleware as implemented and operated by the provider.
Thus, in other words, a PaaS framework is a large-scale distributed software framework (the
inside perspective) that should enable the elastic secure execution of tenant applications from a
‘one : many’ ratio up to a ‘many : one’ ratio where the tenant application is eventually a large
scale distributed application itself. Birman et al. reason that cloud computing research must
‘not focus overly narrow’ and that ‘new middleware abstractions that are known to perform
well when scaled out’ and self-healing (autonomic) cloud computing platforms are some of the
emergent research themes.
Although Birman is very determined in his call for a holistic approach and thus proposes a
wide variety of research themes, the importance of the combination of hardware and software,
- or the importance of hardware in general -, that eventually creates ‘the illusion’ of cloud
computing [AFG+10] slipped his attention. However, this is not surprising, since the major-
ity of research attempting to scope cloud computing by contributing introductions, definitions
and preliminary research agendas was not published before 2009 [KHSS10] when it had be-
come clear to researchers that cloud computing would be successful. Some of the newer work
however have taken an approach that goes beyond scoping and that focuses on the synergies
between computer architecture and programming language paradigms [Pat10], [Sin11].
Khajeh-Hosseini groups cloud-computing research (papers) into three focus areas: general in-
troductions, technological aspects of cloud computing and organizational aspects. Although
there seems to be no shortage of (partially shallow) general introductions and research that
focuses on technological aspects of IaaS, comparable research that focuses on technological
aspects of PaaS is clearly lacking. Eventually, there was a total of two papers found that expli-
citly focus on PaaS.
Chohan et al. [CBP+10] describe in their paper about the AppScale project that is an open
source version of the Google App Engine (GAE) PaaS framework [goo]. According to the
1Birman’s research predates the conception of Linux Containers managed by Docker. Birman is not
referring to ‘Docker Containers’ and micro services here.
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authors AppScale should (amongst other purposes) be a framework that scientists can use to
investigate PaaS. Eventually Chohan et al. describe a component based PaaS architecture that
is based on an IaaS foundation. Because components, such as application controllers, load
balancers and tenant processes deployed on top of Chohan’s PaaS architecture frequently can
start, configure and replicate themselves, it is justified to say that the Appscale framework is
acting as an autonomous framework (or autonomous programming language runtime) reflecting
one of the emergent research themes identified by Birman.
While Cohan’s components resemble applications with interfaces and self-organizing capabil-
ities, Kächele et al. [KDH11], [HKDS12] take this approach one step further. Although still
based on an IaaS underlay, in their COSCA PaaS implementation the tenant applications must
be composed of multiple components so that ‘The platform grants isolation between the com-
ponents of different applications by providing a virtual container for each application. Thus, the
platform can arbitrarily mix applications of different users on the available nodes.’ Kächele is
basing his research on (market) requirements and on the analysis of commercial cloud offerings
and does not link his research to any previous scholarly papers. Nor does he give an example
or closer description of a COSCA user application. Although this seems shallow at first, it is
very similar to Birman’s approach who tried to learn about cloud computing from commercial
entities (IBM, eBay, and Microsoft) and is willing to let research follow the market require-
ments rather than force fitting a strictly scientific method onto cloud computing. The overall
design of the COSCA platform, however, seems to be closer to the actual workings of the GAE
than Appscale since, at least for Java Applications that shall be deployed on the GAE, Google
recommends component based approach using Java EE containers [Kri10]. This starting point
for achieving ‘cloud characteristics’ is also supported and further elaborated on by Ramdas and
Srinivas [RS]. While Cohan’s and Kächele’s approach to PaaS is consistent with Mell’s defin-
ition of cloud computing, the resulting cloud computing platform would be limited to elastic
hosting of traditional web applications, components would represent extremely expensive and
heavyweight assemblies of processes and the importance of ‘Big Data’ is not considered at
all. In his famous introduction to cloud computing, Armbrust [AFG+10] however, in a very
detailed analysis based on scholarly research, lists six application types as promising use cases
for cloud computing: mobile interactive applications, parallel batch processing, analytics, ex-
tension of compute intensive desktop applications and ‘earthbound’ applications. A concept
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that industry practitioners would later refer to as ‘Data Gravity’.
As to choosing the right cloud programming model, Foster et al. [FZRL08] in their intro-
duction to cloud computing set cloud computing programming models equal to the more re-
cent parallel programming models MapReduce [DG08a], Hadoop [SKRC10], [VMD+13] and
DryadLINQ [YIFB08] that are used for large scale/elastic batch processing and analytics. In
contrast to Murray [MH10], Foster does not call these programming frameworks ‘coordina-
tion languages’. Foster argues that programming models based on message passing are typical
grid-programming models. Although he sees some overlap between grid computing and cloud
computing, he does not explicitly argue that the message passing paradigm would be suitable
for cloud computing. However, he states that more and more grid applications are developed
as services and gives the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) as an example.
Eventually Epstein [EBPJ11] puts together what Haskell ‘brings to the table’ in terms of its
suitability for cloud computing. Epstein compares Haskell to Erlang and finds that Haskell
offers more choices regarding data (e.g. it is up to the implementation to decide whether data
is shared or copied), a wider range of concurrency as well as characteristics like purity, types
and monads.
Moreover Murray [MH10] introduces a new language called Skywriting that is eventually based
on the PythonVM. On the one hand Skywriting acts like a data centric coordination language,
but on the other hand it is ‘turing-powerful’ so that it also can be used to ‘express iterative
computations’. While Murray’s approach leads to the development of a new programming lan-
guage. Lee [Lee07], [Lee06] argues repeatedly that new programming languages would not
be required. Lee writes that ‘We should not replace established languages. We should instead
build on them.’ and stipulates that coordination languages are ‘the right answer’. But the dif-
ferences go even deeper. While Murray apparently sees that non-determinism can potentially
be useful in parallel programming [Mur11], Lee believes that ‘essentially deterministic ‘com-
posable components’ are the key to success. Regrettably Lee’s papers are not backed up by
any experimental validation of his assumptions, while Murray has gone to great length here to
proof the performance of Skywriting.
There are a number of publications with partially contradictory findings and conclusions con-
cerning the feasibility of the DSL development. Some authors encourage to consider DSL
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development more frequently [MH05], whilst Lee recommends to re-use the given and avoid
the high cost of DSL development [Lee07]. Contradictory to this, in yet another paper [Lee]
Lee states that concurrency (and thus multicore problems) are better solved on a component
level rather than on a thread level and suggests to develop coordination languages (a specific
DSL that is) that will address his findings.
Hence, based on requirements implied by the six ‘cloud application groups’ as envisioned
by Armbrust, Foster’s view when setting cloud computing programming models equal to the
paradigms that are shared by, for instance, Hadoop and MapReduce and the future economic
importance of data as an asset class [Ano11]; it is inevitable that the (host) programming lan-
guage for a cloud computing platform (PaaS) has answers, choices and paradigms concerning
data.
Turning back to Mell’s five key concepts and the concept of cloud platforms as shared resource
pools, it is very surprising, that none of the programming paradigms has yet been investigated
for its suitability to securely discriminate and execute code from multiple tenants. The most
applicable research here goes back to Brown [BS99] and his works on SSErl, a prototype
of a safe Erlang. In his papers Brown explained how security would need to be retrofitted
into Erlang so that potentially hostile code from several tenants can be executed on the same
platform.
On the basis of the available information it can be concluded that there are research gaps in
emergent research themes in cloud computing platforms (PaaS) and programming languages
that:
• Match recent advances in hardware (computer architectures) and the user experience of
‘infinite computing’.
• Implements self-healing, for example by behaving anti-fragile.
• Provides new layers of abstraction for task parallelism, data parallelism and security
policies by means of either a coordination language or a new programming language, to
name a few examples.
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• Designs a cloud platform that can run request/response web applications as well as any
application from the six groups proposed by Armbrust [5].
• Implements the cloud platform (the inside perspective) using lightweight autonomic and
parallelizable components.
• Aims to play well with data centric applications and algorithms.
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Chapter 3
Asynchronous operations and
messaging
In Chapter Literature Review we established the view that cloud computing
has two perspectives:
The outward-looking perspective. The guest systems in clouds often
have to cope with the suboptimal network conditions caused by software devices,
a problem that the VEPA1 standard tried to solve in 2009. The software
devices, such as vswitches and vrouters, are responsible for regulating network
traffic inside the cloud nodes and are guest systems themselves. Depending on
the virtualization ratio, one virtual switch could be responsible for up to 64
guest systems. Guest systems frequently have to cope with packet loss [WN10]
that, when using TCP/IP, costs many CPU cycles on systems that are them-
selves billed according to the available CPU cycles. Packet loss in TCP/IP
can easily cause guest systems to grind to a halt.
1IEEE 802.1Qbg
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The inward-looking perspective. The physical cloud nodes in comput-
ing clouds are organized into ‘Points of Delivery’2 and interconnected via
equipment that either switches at line rate, or uses lossless Ethernet fabric3
technologies. In switched data center networks, all Ethernet (RFC 894) based
networking protocols are switched without discrimination. Congestion and
packet loss are extremely unlikely in such data center networks. The overhead
of TCP/IP in 10Gbps data center fabrics has led to CPU performance issues
([RGAB10], [FBB+05], [RMI+04]) and has given rise to new connectionless
Ethernet protocols, such as RDMA over converged Ethernet (RoCE) and the
Internet Wide Area RDMA Protocol (iWARP). However, both protocols require
specialized hardware (network cards, switching gear) that is not in line with
the trend to build clouds from commodity hardware [BDH03], and accept oc-
casional failures rather than preventing failure at any cost [Vog08].
In this chapter we start with the inner view and investigate technologies for
implementing the inter process communication (IPC) of a cloud-computing
framework and how the FPL Haskell can support these. We create a dis-
tributed middleware platform and investigate three paradigms to implement
the IPC of a cloud computing framework in Haskell (1) Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC), (2) ‘Erlang-Style’ message passing using a well-known message
queuing library and (3) CMQ, a UDP-based inherently asynchronous message
queue that we implemented as Haskell library.
The RPC framework that is used to implement the first paradigm should be lightweight not add
(much) latencies to the process. MessagePack [Fur]) that is available in Haskell and still under
active development. MessagePack supports an interface description language (IDL), is largely
programming language independent and creates the possibility to provide complementary fea-
tures by disjoint languages [Lee07]. For example, in a component based architecture the best
language for each component could be chosen without having to alter the communication pro-
tocol. According to Henning [Hen04], RPC based messaging systems are relatively expensive
and perform better in data driven context than in in contexts where only commands and states
2physical unit of scale in a cloud, e.g. a standardized rack of interconnected servers
3e.g. IEEE 802.3x PAUSE frames or vendor specific technologies
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are exchanged. - A problem, that seems to be caused by poorly structured serialization. Mes-
sagePack (-RPC) addresses this problem by using the binary format to represent data structures
and claims to outperform e.g. Google Protocol Buffers or Thrift.
The second route is based on ‘Erlang-Style’ message passing. There are currently two al-
ternatives that implement ‘Erlang-Style’ message passing in Haskell [EBPJ11], [Huc99] and
ZeroMQ (ØMQ) [Untc], [KH]. While Cloud Haskell is a DSL that focuses on Haskell, ØMQ is
a message queuing library that has APIs for many languages and thus, similar to MessagePack,
opens up the possibility to use the benefits of message passing across programming languages.
Cloud Haskell can invoke remote processes whereas ØMQ needs means either inside Haskell
(e.g. using Distributed Haskell as a basis [Huc99]) or outside Haskell (e.g. POSIX pthreads)
to make this possible. Even though, ØMQ seems to be the better alternative since it is pro-
gramming language ‘agnostic’, is harmonized with data (messages are treated as blobs) and
can implement message brokers. For example message brokers can have routing, security and
filtering functions or the message brokers could be one building block towards a ‘cloud service
bus’ that controls the interaction of services, components and applications, somewhat similar
to a SOA-like enterprise service bus.
3.1 CMQ Implementation
According to [BCvR09], “the cloud demands obedience to [its] overarching design goals”, and
“failing to keep the broader principles in mind” leads to a disconnection of cloud computing
research from real world computing clouds. Furthermore, scientists “seem to be guilty of fine-
tuning specific solutions without adequately thinking about the context in which they are used
and the real needs to which they respond”. One overarching design goal however is to avoid
strong synchronization provided by locking services. Wherever possible, all building blocks of
a computing cloud should be inherently asynchronous. CMQ, being designed to meet the real
needs of cloud computing, is strictly asynchronous and is the combined research result from
many different research fields, including network- and data- center design, network protocols,
message-oriented middleware and functional programming languages.
CMQ is a lightweight message queue implemented in Haskell. The code is published on
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github.com and available at https://github.com/viloocity/CMQ. CMQ has currently
three primitives: newRq (to initialize the queue and data structures), cwPush (to push a mes-
sage into the queue), and cwPop (to pop a message from the queue).
3.1.1 cwPush
Messages for remote processes are identified by a key tuple consisting of the IP address of the
remote system and an integer which is reserved for future use, for example, it can be used to
specify the PID of the remote process. When a message is pushed with cwPush two things
happen:
• The key-tuple and the data are stored in a map and implemented using the Haskell library
Data.Map (a dictionary that is implemented as a balanced binary tree).
• The key-tuple and the creation time are stored in a priority search queue (PSQ), imple-
mented using the Haskell library Data.PSQueue [Hin01] and used as a pointer to the
corresponding binding in the map.
Figure 3.1 shows how CMQ works on the side of the sender. When cwPush is called to push
a new message, a key-tuple k is built that consists of the IP address of the destination and a
unique identifier (i.e. the PID). If the given key is not already a member of the PSQ, then a
new binding (k, p) is inserted where the priority p is the creation-time of the binding. At the
same time a new key-value pair (k, a) is inserted into the map, where a is a finite list that
contains the pushed messages (Figure 3.1 (a)). Message queues are stored in the map structure
and the map structure stores key-value pairs. The value of each key-value pair is a reference to
a separate queue for a specific destination process.
If at the time when a new message is pushed its key k is already a member of the PSQ, the new
message is appended to the end of the queue that corresponds to k (Figure 3.1 (b)). When the
total amount of messages in a queue (the gross length of all messages) for a specific key-tuple
exceeds a set threshold (qthresh) then the whole queue will be serialized and transmitted to the
recipient (Figure 3.1 (d)). In order to ensure that messages only stay in the queue for a short
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time, a timeout threshold is used. No matter whether the data threshold qthresh is reached or
not, once the timeout threshold is reached, all the messages in the queue will be serialized and
sent once the timeout threshold is reached (Figure 3.1 (c)). The function sendAllTo from the
Haskell library Network.Socket.ByteString is used to bring the UDP datagrams onto the wire.
The function sendAllTo guarantees that all data are successfully brought onto the wire and that
there were no errors on the local network interface.
Since CMQ is implemented in a pure functional programming language (Haskell), and pure
functional data types are immutable, updating a node by writing directly to memory is not
supported. The actual appending operation (++), which appends a new message to the end of a
queue, does not update the tail node by changing its pointer so that it points to the new added
message node, but recreates recursively each node in the queue, so that instead of writing a
small node and a pointer to memory, the function returns, a complete new queue with the
newly-added message returns [Unt09b], [Lip11]. This operation takes O(n) time.
It is observed that, while the appending operation has time complexity O(n), adding an new
message to the head of a queue, by consing (cons :) the new message node directly to the head
of queue, takes O(1) time. So an alternative method for the appending operation is to add a
new message node to the head of a queue instead of the tail. The queue created using such
a method maintains a reverse ordering of a FIFO queue. Before transmission of a particular
queue, a reverse operation is performed on the queue to reverse the queue back to its normal
FIFO form. The reverse operation takes O(n) time.
cwPush is implemented using two parallel threads, where thread1 enqueues messages and
checks the total amount of messages; thread2 surveys whether the timeout for a particular
queue is reached. By using time profiling (see Section on Messaging passing performance)
it was discovered that thread2 was very costly and could use up 70% of the CPU time. As a
result, a function called threadDelay was introduced to control and limit the maximum number
of times that the PSQ is checked.
From the above discussion, we see that CMQ can be tuned using two parameters: qthresh (the
maximum amount of messages in bytes allowed in the queue) and the timeout (the maximum
waiting time a message stays in the queue before it is sent).
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All map queries that are used in CMQ, including insertion and deletion, have a complexity of
O(log n). A function called findMin is used to check the PSQ for any queues that have exceeded
the timeout threshold. The findMin function is implemented with a complexity of O(1), which
is an attractive feature, considering it is one of the most frequently used functions.
An alternative design solution is to use a more conventional method. Such a method, instead
of using a map data structure with a PSQ as pointer, uses a sequence [Unt12a] of tuples (cre-
ationtime, message-queue) with each sequence data structure being responsible for a specific
destination of messages. However, this method does not scale well. Although it is possible
to examine the right (viewR) and left (viewL) end of a sequence with O(1) complexity, all
sequence data structures require identification and organization, which will increase the com-
plexity of queries and insertions to up to O(n) time. Thus, this method becomes inefficient
when the number of sequences become very large, which unfortunately is a common case in
cloud or large scale computing environments. Aiming for better scalability, CMQ is implemen-
ted in a way such that the identification information is maintained in the key k that associates
queues with their creation time (in the PSQ) and recipients with their specific queues (in the
map). Using the identification information, the system can quickly identify the queue for a
newly pushed message. Since all map related queries take O(log n) time and all PSQ related
queries take O(1) time, comparing with a sequence based solution, CMQ demonstrates a clear
advantage in terms of its efficiency and scalability.
3.1.2 Petri net verification of cwPush
In this subsection we verify the concurrent and asynchronous implementation of cwPush using
a classical Petri net.
According to Hoare, as cited in Hayman [Hay10], a feature of concurrent [and asynchronous]
systems [such as CMQ and scalable software running on computing clouds] in the physical
world is that they are often spatially separated, operating on completely different resources and
not interacting. When this is so, the systems are independent of each other and therefore it is
unnecessary to consider how they interact. Hayman further argues that Petri nets are an ap-
propriate independence model that correctly describes the effect of events on local components
of state called conditions making it possible to describe how events might occur concurrently,
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29Figure 3.1: Map and PSQ pointer in CMQ. cwPush is called when the key for the recipient process is not present (a), cwPush
is called when the key for the recipient process is already present (b), the timeout for a key has been reached (c), cwPush is
called when the key for the recipient process is present and the data length amounts to qthresh (d).
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how they might conflict with each other and how they might causally depend on each other.
Petri nets are providing a formal model (the ‘semantics’) to developers to proof that a program
is correct.
The semantic model essentially describes the behaviour that is illustrated Figure 3.1 and ex-
plained in Section 3.1.1. The Petri net semantic model gives less insight in the implementation
details, such as the underlying Map and the PSQ, but focuses illustrating parallelization. Figure
3.2 illustrates a marking of the starting situation of cwPush described as a classical Petri net
where the data is still with the application in place p0. The execution of the transMit function
(in place p5) depends on the availability if two resources: data and time whereas the actual
transition onto the network transition t6) depends on the presence of the network as a logical
resource. This highlights and supports our finding that the availability of the network as logical
resource is the most critical resource in play because it is a blocking resource that nihilates the
earlier efforts of creating the two non-blocking threads Thread1 and Thread2 that represent the
actual data operations of the local queue.
The Petri net verification of our assumptions is useful demonstrates our implementation and
our previous findings to be sound. The Petri net shows the parallel operation of the two threads
and correctly identifies the network as most critical resource.
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Figure 3.2: cwPush described as Petri Net
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3.1.3 cwPop
On the recipient the serialized data structure with all its messages is received, deserialized,
and transferred onto a transactional channel (TChan). TChan is an unbounded FIFO channel
implemented in Software Transactional Memory (STM, [HMJH08]). Once the messages are
transferred into TChan, they are ready to be consumed. The function cwPop is used to pop an
individual message from the queue. cwPop is a non-blocking function that examines the TChan
to check whether there are messages before attempting to read messages from the TChan.
If there are waiting messages they are returned having the type Maybe String whereas in a
blocking implementation the returned messages would have the type String .
Whilst in Erlang processes communicate with each other via mailboxes that are identified by
the PID of the mailbox owner, in Haskell the preferred method for interprocess communication
(IPC) are transactional channels TChan. TChan is created whenever it is needed. It has no
dedicated owner and is not associated with any identifiers or addressing scheme. As a con-
sequence, TChan is created by the developer and its identifier needs to be propagated. There
have been some attempts to add additional layers of abstraction to TChan to make it work sim-
ilar to Erlang mailboxes (e.g., Epass [Untd]) and more applicable to actor-based approaches.
The majority of the attempts that are actually working and publicly available work only in
local environment. Thus, they cannot send messages to a remote TChan . CMQ removes this
imitation by allowing messages to be transmitted to a remote TChan via a CMQ queue.
3.1.4 The use of cwPush and cwPop
Listing 3.1 and Listing 3.2 give a simple example that demonstrates how cwPush and cwPop
are used in a real application. Listing 3.1 shows an example of a sender application which sends
10000 messages each of which is contains a 4-byte string. The message type can be any Haskell
data type that is a member of the Haskell serialize class. The application developer specifies the
UPD port number (here UDP port 4711) to create the socket for UDP data transport. Listing 3.2
shows the example of the receiving application that uses cwPop to retrieve messages.
2 {-# LANGUAGE OverloadedStrings #-}
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4 import System.CMQ
import Network.Socket hiding (send, sendTo, recv, recvFrom)
6 import Control.Monad
8 main = withSocketsDo $ do
qs <- socket AF_INET Datagram defaultProtocol
10 hostAddr <- inet_addr ’’192.168.35.84’’
bindSocket qs (SockAddrInet 4711 hostAddr)
12 (token) <- newRq qs 512 200 --initializes the queue with
the desired parameters
--qlength = 512B and max delay time in the queue is 200ms
(minimum is 40ms)
14 --token is the queue identifier where messages are sent
to or poped off
forM_ [0..10000] $ \i -> do
16 cwPush qs (’’192.168.35.69’’, 0) (’’ping’’ :: String)
token --send message ’’ping’’ to
--ipv4 address 192.168.35.69 using the queue specified
in token
Listing 3.1: Example of a sending application that uses cwPush.
2 import System.CMQ
import Network.Socket hiding (send, sendTo, recv, recvFrom)
4 import Control.Monad
import Data.Maybe
6
main = withSocketsDo $ do
8 qs <- socket AF_INET Datagram defaultProtocol
hostAddr <- inet_addr ’’192.168.35.69’’
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10 bindSocket qs (SockAddrInet 4711 hostAddr)
token <- newRq qs 512 200
12 forever $ do
msg <- cwPop token :: IO (Maybe String)
14 print msg
Listing 3.2: Example of a receiving application that uses cwPop.
3.1.5 Where is the queue?
There are two queues involved for every recipient process: the queue stored in the map on the
sender and the TChan, which is in fact a simple STM-based FIFO queue on the remote recipient
host. However, the detailed implementation is completely hidden from the users, who can see
the CMQ message queuing system as a single distributed queue with two functions cwPush and
cwPop. The function cwPush is called when a message is needed to be sent to a recipient, and
the function cwPop is called when the recipient process reads a message.
3.2 Testbed specifications
The testbed consisted of a cloudstack [Untb] POD implemented on data centre grade hardware
(listed in Table 3.1) analogous to commercial computing clouds. Figure 3.3 shows a logical
diagram of two cloud computing nodes from our POD. The guest virtual machines (VMs) used
for CMQ testing were resident on two separate computing nodes. Direct networking based on
VLAN tagging is configured between the VMs and the physical networking gear. The VMs on
our POD communicate via VLAN ID 2012, which is part of a VLAN trunk terminated on the
computing nodes. The cloudstack (CS) virtual router is used to provide DHCP functionality
and provide IP addressing to the VMs but, in this configuration, does not actually take part in
routing and forwarding of packets.
The code that was used for benchmarking is published on github.com and is available at
https://github.com/viloocity/Haskell-IPC-Benchmarks.
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Figure 3.3: Logical diagram of the testbed configuration.
3.3 Benchmarking methodology
The Haskell benchmarking library Criterion [O’S15] is used for all the tests and a garbage
collection was performed after every test. The CMQ testbed was setup in a client-server model
where at first the client and the server would alternately send and receive messages similar to
the ping pong test of the INTEL MPI benchmarks (IMB) [INT06]. In order to investigate the
benefits of asynchronous message exchange (fire-and-forget messaging) and queuing, CMQ
itself was allowed to use asynchronous non-blocking send operations (which means CMQ was
allowed to send the next message before a reply to the previous message had been received)
similar to the IMB ping ping test.
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Table 3.1: CMQ testbed setup
Hardware Software
2 Server HP DL 580 G5 4 quad core Intel
Xeon E5450 @ 3GHz 32GB RAM
Citrix XEN 5.6
2 Linux VMS on separate XEN Server ARCH Linux 2011.8, Haskell GHC
7.0.4
2 vCPUs @ 2GHz 4GB RAM
2 Fabric extenders Cisco Nexus 2248TP-E
1 Core switch Cisco Nexus 7000 NXOS 5.1(2)
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3.4 Evaluation criteria
ASM1 Asynchronous I/O or Non-Blocking I/O
References [Bro11], [OT10]
Rationale Asynchronous I/O, or non-blocking I/O, is a form of input/output pro-
cessing that permits other processing to continue before the transmission
has finished. Input and output (I/O) operations on a computer can be ex-
tremely slow compared to the processing of data. For example, during a
disk operation that takes ten milliseconds to perform, a processor that is
clocked at one gigahertz could have performed ten million instruction-
processing cycles. [Wik15a]
Specifics Typically, we think of I/O as ‘blocking’, for example working with files,
databases or when data is serialized and transmitted to a remote process
using TCP/IP, the process will wait for the transmission to finish before
continuing, as the return value determines whether the transmission was
successful. Blocking behaviour is in the way of scalable programming.
Ratings
1. The programming language does non-blocking I/O by default.
2. The programming model supports asynchronous I/O. An
open/read/write operation on devices and resources (sockets,
filesystem, etc.) does not block the calling thread.
3. There FPL is limited to the synchronous ‘C-like’ model.
ASM2 Preventing Deadlocks
References [Sin89], [Mar12]
Rationale Deadlocks consist of a set of processes each holding a resource and
waiting to acquire a resource held by an other process in the set.
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ASM2 Preventing Deadlocks
Specifics The management of locks is important in concurrent, multi-threaded en-
vironments such as computing clouds. While it is difficult to measure
how well a programming languages supports concurrency, it is compar-
atively easy to observe and to judge how deadlocks are prevented.
Deadlock can arise if four conditions hold simultaneously:
1. Mutual exclusion: only one process at a time can use a resource.
2. Hold and wait: holding at least one resource and is waiting to
acquire additional resources held by others.
3. No preemption: a resource can be released only voluntarily by
the process holding it.
4. Circular wait: there exists a set {P0, P1, ..., Pn } of waiting
processes such that: P0 is waiting for a resource that is held by
P1, P1 is waiting for a resource that is held by P2, ..., Pn-1 is
waiting for a resource that is held by Pn, and Pn is waiting for a
resource that is held by P0.
Ratings
1. The programming language implements concurrency models that
prevent deadlocks (make it impossible to occur).
2. The programming language can deal with deadlocks, for example
avoiding deadlocks (careful resource allocation), ignoring dead-
locks (Ostrich algorithm), detect deadlocks (let them occur, de-
tect, recover).
3. Unpredictable or avoiding deadlocks is possible but not practical.
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ASM3 Support for node-level shared nothing architectures
References [Hen06], [Sto86]
Rationale Each node is independent and self-sufficient, and there is no single point
of contention across the distributed system. None of the nodes share
memory or disk storage.
Specifics Applications in distributed architectures span across several systems
(physical as well as virtual) or containers. Shared nothing architectures
offer advantages that are sought after in computing clouds, for example
systems clustering, eliminating single points of failure, self healing cap-
abilities, non-disruptive hardware and software upgrades (also called
‘zero downtime upgrades’) but require appropriate communication with
the remote unit of scale, such as processes running on the far system.
Ratings
1. The FPL provides rich and precise means to create shared nothing
architectures, for example by closely integrating with a concur-
rency model that applies to local and remote processes.
2. Node-level shared nothing architectures can be implemented us-
ing third party libraries but they are not cost effective and not
sufficient.
3. There is neither explicit nor implicit support of node-level shared
nothing architectures.
ASM4 Message passing
References [Vin07], [Hew10], [Agh86]
Rationale Inter node messaging is required to transmit data, such as state informa-
tion, and re-synchronize the workloads, such as functions, processes or
micro services in distributed environments.
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ASM4 Message passing
Specifics Efficient message passing implementations to re-synchronize processes
and transmit data across the distributed environment are required.
Ratings
1. The programming language has built-in support for inter-node
message passing.
2. The programming language has support for message passing
between local processes that can be extended to obtain inter-node
message passing.
3. Third party message queues are the best alternative to obtain
inter-node message passing.
3.5 Assessment of asynchronous operations and mes-
saging in the functional programming language Haskell
Now, Haskell is assessed against the criteria developed in the previous section. The feasibility
is demonstrate using the source code of CMQ, a UDP-based inherently asynchronous message
queue. CMQ has been developed as artefact to verify the feasibility of using Haskell to support
inherently asynchronous designs that perform especially well in modern Layer 2 switches in
data center networks, as well as in the presence of errors. Taking the physical implementation of
computing clouds into account we avoid falling for the eight fallacies of distributed computing
and see whether Haskell abstracts these concerns away from the developer or leaves the issues
up to the developer to solve by using for example external libraries or language extensions.
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3.5.1 ASM1: Asynchronous I/O or Non-Blocking I/O
Haskell supports asynchronous I/O through 4:
1. Strict separation of I/O and computation.
2. forkIO, a function that creates lightweight ”green threads” that are designated to
handle I/O operations.
3. Software Transactional Memory (STM) that includes for example the atomically
combinator and channels such as TChan that alleviates the composability of asynchron-
ous elements.
Strict separation of I/O and computation
According to [OGS08] "Haskell strictly separates pure code from code that could cause things
to occur in the world. That is, it provides a complete isolation from side-effects in pure code.
Besides helping programmers to reason about the correctness of their code, it also permits
compilers to automatically introduce optimizations and parallelism." I/O and side effects are
considered by encoding them into values of the type IO a, such as the polymorphic identifier
of the read/write queue IO (Cmq a) in listing 3.3.
Values of the type (IO a) cannot be casted into pure values: unsafe :: IO a -> a.
However, this does not hold in practice since many Haskell applications (and modules) make
use of the one or the other work around by using for example a mutable data type such as
IORef to handle state or the function unsafePerformIO create for example global mutual
variables. Furthermore Haskell’s Foreign Function Interfaces (FFIs) that is used to call func-
tions that are provided by imperative languages frequently require developers to make use of
mutual data types or the function unsafePerformIO thus diluting the experience of a pure
4Additionally the package Control.Concurrent.Async provides asynchronous actions
Async a that correspond to threads by providing essentially an allegedly safe wrapper for threads.
This Haskell package has not been investigated within the scope of this thesis where we address the
most prevalent Haskell packages.
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functional programming language that Haskell aspires to be. The authors of this thesis touch
upon the argument whether a FPL has to be ‘pure’ in various places of this thesis.
From our own observations, we assume that it is much harder to run into issues with asyn-
chronous code and concurrency with an essentially side-effect free programming language like
Haskell than in programming languages with unrestricted side effects.
2 newRq :: Serialize a => Socket -- Socket does not need to be
in connected state.
-> Int -- Maximum Queue length in bytes.
4 -> Rational -- Maximum Queue age in ms.
-> IO (Cmq a) -- Token returned to identify the
Queue.
Listing 3.3: Type signature of the function newRq
Lightweight threads designated to handle I/O operations
Listing 3.4 shows source code of the function newRq, which initializes one instance of the
message queue that sends and receives messages. Users can initialize as many instances as
required, for example, one instance per application or peer. The message queue is instanti-
ated using the forkIO function to create both a sending thread (3.4 line 7) and a receiving
thread (3.4 line 8) demonstrating a basic case of performing two I/O operations in parallel and
continuing those without blocking the main function.
2 newRq s qthresh tdelay = do
q <- atomically $ newTVar (PSQ.empty)
4 m <- atomically $ newTVar (Map.empty)
t <- newTChanIO
6 let cmq = Cmq qthresh tdelay q m t
forkIO $ loopMyQ s cmq q m
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8 forkIO $ loadTChan s t
return cmq
Listing 3.4: Initializing the asynchronous message queue CMQ
Software Transactional Memory
In the case of CMQ several threads work on the same data structures, a Priority Search Queue
(PSQ) and a Map that are used as message store and to the message store. Haskell Software
Transactional Memory (STM) uses transactions on memory similar to database transactions
[HMPJH05] to provide consistency and isolation of data structures that might be accessed by
several concurrent threads, eventually alleviating the need for locks. It must be stressed that
the atomically combinator can in practice alleviate the need for threads that may otherwise
would have multiple locks and thus become difficult to compose and a risk for the creation of
deadlocks. STM abstracts these concerns away from the developer thus greatly reducing the
burden on the developer.
For example, the atomically combinator, that is part of the Haskell Control.Monad.STM
package, is used in Listing 3.5 line 4 - 9) to isolate the function newTVar from other threads
while it is updating the PSQ and the Map. The update of the queue will only be done if the
whole series of STM actions in the atomic block succeed. Otherwise the transaction will be
rolled back.
insertSglton :: a -> KEY -> TPSQ -> TMap a -> IO ()
2 insertSglton newmsgs key q m = do
time <- getPOSIXTime
4 atomically $ do
qT <- readTVar q
6 mT <- readTVar m
writeTVar q (PSQ.insert key time qT)
8 writeTVar m (Map.insert key [newmsgs] mT)
return ()
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Listing 3.5: Inserting a new message into the queue
While green threads can be considered as a Haskell default, the use of STM is an optional trade-
off between safety and speed. However, many blocking operations, such as network I/O or file
activity cannot work under the arbitrary. Besides STM, Haskell has for example the already
mentioned mutable data types and mutexes (locks) that are more efficient. The investigation of
the efficacy of for example mutexes vs STM will be touched upon in the following section on
deadlocks but is largely out of scope of this thesis.
Rating: 1. Haskell does non-blocking I/O by default.
3.5.2 ASM2: Preventing Deadlocks
Haskell can deadlock, even when the STM Monad is used. Haskell supports the detection of
deadlocks and avoiding deadlocks through:
1. Deadlock detection, techniques to detect and debug concurrent programs.
2. Careful resource allocation, such as STM.
Deadlock detection
The Haskell platform includes options and packages that contain tools that can find deadlocks
and debug threads, for example the Threadscope tool, functions that are part of the package
GHC.conc and exceptions that are part of the Haskell base package Control.Exception.Base.
The Haskell package GHC.conc provides the function threadStatus that returns the
detailed status of a (blocked) thread, for example: threadBlocked [Blockreason].
However, these functions are not useful for prevention of deadlocks in the control flow of an
application since they break abstractions [Mar12] thus providing out of context exception that
may refer to the implementation of a function or data type rather than staying on the level of
the code that needs debugging.
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The GHC runtime system can detect deadlocks and send the exception
BlockedIndefinitelyOnSTM if the thread is blocked by an STM transaction or
BlockedIndefinitelyOnMVar if the thread is blocked by a mutex. Rather than hanging
in a deadlock state, in practice the program ends with an error message that can be used for
debugging. Thus, deadlocks can be detected but not recovered.
Careful resource allocation
STM in Haskell prevents deadlocks but is still vulnerable to starvation [OGS08] and can live-
lock. STM is not a silver bullet and, for high concurrency systems, it leaves open many ques-
tions. For example, STM is an optimistic model that has no timeouts and may lead to slow-
downs until a transaction finally goes through after many retries.
Potential alternatives to STM that let developers control thousands of freely interacting objects
and libraries (that are in practice maintained by multiple developers in different corners of the
planet) would be single threaded code, for example node.js. In chapter Coordination, we
will further argue whether the abstractions that threads provide are essential or not. Addition-
ally we also have to consider human dimensions, such as understandability of the software
project and productivity of developers that confirm the feasibility of STM in high concurrency
environments.
Rating: 2. The programming language can deal with deadlocks, for example avoiding
deadlocks (careful resource allocation), ignoring deadlocks (Ostrich algorithm), detect
deadlocks (let them occur, detect and recover).
3.5.3 ASM3: Support for node-level ’shared nothing’ architectures
Shared nothing architectures for database systems have been under research since the year 1986
when Stonebraker [Sto86] found that node-level SN architectures have special merit compared
to shared disk and shared memory architectures. Shared Nothing (SN) architectures mitigate
the consequences of distribution, for example synchronization issues. Distribution has con-
sequences on the following levels:
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1. Thread-level, for example using STM instead of shared memory so that by design no
thread can crash the other.
2. Process-level, for example Inter Process Communication (IPC).
3. Node-level, for example IPC, Message Queues, APIs (such as REST APIs) or Protocols
(such as TCP/IP).
Node-level (server clusters) Share Nothing architectures help developers accounting for failures
and mitigating failures by design. For more information on the importance of accounting for
failure in computing clouds read also Section 3 Subsection The outward-looking perspective
earlier in this chapter. It is possible of course that features that implement SN architectures at
process-level or thread-level also implicitly implement SN architectures on node-level.
For example, the actor model 5 is often credited to implement a SN model on programming
language level as well as in distributed environments. Examples of the actor models are Er-
lang/OTP message passing or the Akka library for the programming language Scala, a multi-
paradigm programming language that includes functional elements.
However, Tasharofi et al [TDJ13], examines sixteen popular Scala programs published on Git-
hub that use actors, finds that only three programs use remote actors to implement distributed
computation and concludes that “developers tend to use other ways than remote actors for im-
plementing distributed computations”. According to Tasharofi developers frequently choose
other ways to implement distributed computations because the absence of a means of coordin-
ation (of actors at large scale) and inadequacies in supporting asynchronous IO. Elements that
the authors of this thesis have identified as essential for a FPL to have special merit in comput-
ing clouds.
Haskell supports node-level Shared Nothing architectures with:
1. Elimination of mutual data and state.
2. Third party message queues that developers can use to implement concurrency models
across systems.
5The actor model is a concurrency model
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3. Cloud Haskell, a proof of concept.
Elimination of mutable data and state
Haskell is a pure functional language where data is by default immutable. Copies of the data
are shared rather than the data itself. This makes distributed programming cleaner and safer.
When bindings in functional data structure, such as a Map or a PSQ6 are inserted, deleted
or modified, strictly speaking, the returned data structure is not the original data structure but
a data structure that is identical with the previous data structure but containing the alteration.
Their insert, update and delete operations involve some degree of copying as opposed to typical
mutable data structures where changes are written directly to the memory. To be more precise,
a Map or PSQ insertion involves the copy of O(log n) amount of data for a data structure
with n elements [Oka99] plus some additional logarithmic overhead [BJDM97]. It remains
to be shown by future research whether or not a pure lazy language (e.g., Haskell) and its
data types can retain the same asymptotic memory use as an impure strict one (e.g., Erlang)
in all situations. However, in return functional data structures make it easier to keep multiple
modified versions of the same data structure without storing whole copies.
Third party message queues
Several third party message queues provide Haskell bindings but they are not cost effective.
Because protocols and message queues are at the center of distributed systems, we investigate
message queues separately in Section 3.5.4 of this thesis.
Cloud Haskell
Cloud Haskell, proposed in [EBPJ11], aimed to further develop Haskell as a programming lan-
guage for developing distributed applications. It was influenced by Erlang, and was intended
to provide support for the actor model, message passing, and the mobility (with limitations) of
6Priority Search Queue
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functions with co-located data (closures). It must be noted however, that, based on the experi-
ence of the authors, the ability to allow the migration of both, code and execution state from one
executing unit to a different system (that is called ‘code mobility’) has to date no importance in
cloud computing environments. Code mobility must not be mixed up with concurrency models
that can cross the system boundaries, such as the actor model. These concurrency models are
migrating data and not code.
Cloud Haskell, targeting language-level support for distributed applications, explores a lower,
compiler-level implementation, while message queues and middleware are intended for a higher-
level support. The benefit of a higher-level implementation is the flexibility that the approach
is language-independent7, can be easily adapted to other languages and environments, and thus
serve the ultimate goal: finding appropriate communication approaches for cloud computing
and the ubiquitous computing paradigm.
Cloud Haskell is currently still in proof of concept stage and most likely not ready for the
adoption in large scale mission critical systems, such as computing clouds.
Rating: 2. Node-level shared nothing architectures can be implemented using third party
libraries but they are not cost effective and not sufficient.
3.5.4 ASM4: Message passing
The relevance of message passing for computing clouds stems from the distributed program-
ming model that is chosen to code either the cloud platform or the guest application. [Hew10]
sees the Actor concurrency model [Agh86] as the foundation of cloud computing. The Actor
model enables “asynchronous communication and control structures as patterns of passing mes-
sages” [Hew77]. Two well-known implementations of the actor model are e.g. the functional
programming language Erlang [AVW93] and the Akka toolkit [Unta].
It may seem odd that this assessment talks about the benefits of UDP as message passing
protocol when the focus of the evaluation is the merit of FPLs in the context of computing
7Actors could be written in a variety of languages while using the same message queue that is used
to implement for example the actor framework
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clouds. However, the design of the UDP protocol fits the already-mentioned notion of cloud
computing well, that is, to accept occasional failure and manage it, rather than struggling to
prevent it.
The increasingly wide adaptation of the UDP protocol indicates the suitability of the UDP
protocol as an efficient transport protocol for supporting distributed applications. For example,
UDP is used for data transportation in Network File System (NFS) and for state and event trans-
portation in Massive Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) [WCC+09], [Net]. EverQuest, City
of Heroes, Asheron’s Call, Ultima Online, Final Fantasy XI, etc. are among many MMOGs
that use UDP as its transport protocol. The fact that MMOG applications are by nature of
large, but elastic scale make them ideal customers for IaaS and PaaS offerings. By using cloud
computing and storage facilities, not only cost and risks, that are usually linked to building
new MMOGs, reduced [Sun10], but also over-provisioning MMOG hardware to be on standby
for peak times will be avoided [MFD10]. However, whether computing clouds can fulfil the
stringent real-time requirements of MMOGs is still an open issue [NPFI09].
In contrast to MMOGs that are largely event driven where the size of individual messages is ex-
pected to be small [Hen04], NFS is data driven with larger packet sizes and higher throughput.
NFS, according to [KWW94], the most successful distributed application ever, has been using
UDP as underlying transport protocol for more than two decades and was a stateless protocol
up to NFSv38. Compared with a large-scale cloud environment, NFS is arguably designed for a
limited scale. The UDP based Data Transfer Protocol (UDT), described in [GG07], has showed
the applicability of using the UDP-based UDT protocol for “cloud span applications” and won
the bandwidth challenge at the International Conference for High Performance Computing,
Networking, Storage, and Analysis 2009 (SC09). Furthermore, [RTLQ09] also discovers that
reliable transport protocols that outperform TCP transport protocols can be designed in the
basis of UDP.
While a UDP message queue for Actors is a new idea, UDP-based MOM (Message-Oriented
Middleware) is not. The open source Light Weight Event System (LWES) [Unt09a] is a UDP-
based MOM that is described as having a strong position in large scale, real-time systems that
8NFSv4 preserves state and is no longer built to deal with packet loss, thus requires the TCP pro-
tocol.
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need to be non-blocking and is also described by Yahoo! as part of US Patent 2009/0094073
”Real Time Click (RTC) System and Methods”. LWES is also described as being useful
(for transporting large data to computing nodes) for parallel batch processing with Hadoop
[BCC12], which is an open source implementation of Google’s Map Reduce [DG08a]. In fact,
MapReduce and Hadoop are posited, in [FZRL08], as the right cloud computing programming
models.
Haskell has message passing support; such message passing channels (read also section Care-
ful resource allocation). However, these means are implemented to exploit multi core architec-
tures9 on the node and have no built-in support for physically distributed environments such
as computing clouds. The Haskell Wiki[Has12], that is the main source for documentation of
the Haskell FPL, gives a ‘trivial chat server’ as an example to show how inter-node message
passing with multiple connected users can be obtained using channels. The authors of this
thesis extend on this example to evaluate if Haskell has special merit for obtaining an efficient
lightweight inter-node message queue for communicating processes.
We find that Haskell has moderate merit for creating an efficient lightweight inter-node message
queue with the following features:
1. Serialization libraries.
2. Resilience under error conditions.
Serialization libraries
Time and space profiling of the CMQ message queue indicated that serialization is the
major concern. The heap profile Figure 3.4 is split into the 20 most prominent cost centres
as inserted by the compiler (qthresh was set to 512K and timeout to 200ms. The maximum
length tested was five hours where the pattern could be sustained). The memory consumption
of 80K is lean and we find that the memory consumption related to serialization cost (the band
labelled as ‘PINNED’) is the most prominent feature. In CMQ a message queue that consists
9or streaming data from files
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of multiple messages is serialized, but these efforts do not seem to significantly alleviate the
overhead of serialization.
The nominal performance of the Haskell serialization libraries depends on the functional data
structure that needs be be serialized for example, serialization of polymorphic data struc-
tures or maps is slower than the serialization of simple data structures. The messages used
in our performance tests are composed of only 8-bit ASCII characters and the Haskell library
Data.Bytestring.Char8 is used for the serialization. For messages or objects with other
character encodings, the Haskell Data.Bytestring library or non-native serialization lib-
raries that provide Haskell bindings, such as MessagePack, may be used for the serialization.
Although for the performance tests we send messages composed of 8-bit ASCII characters,
CMQ is internally built with polymorphic functions and can transfer arbitrary Haskell Data
Types under the condition that they can be serialized. In order to achieve polymorphism, CMQ
must compare the queue length to qthresh when the queue is serialized, since functions that can
determine the length of an ASCII based queue do not fire any more under these circumstances.
Thus, more serialization activities are necessary compared to an implementation that would be
limited to the data type String . Overall, there was no evidence of space leaks that is a measure
of code quality.
Message passing performance. It is difficult to make generalized statements whether the
native serialization libraries in Haskell are competitive with for example serialization in other
programming languages.
To get a quantitative indication we used the same Haskell in a cloud computing test bed (il-
lustrated in Section 3.2, Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1) to benchmark three message passing ar-
chitectures and paradigms. MessagePack [Unt12b] and 0MQ [Untc] are chosen in the CMQ
performance evaluation. MessagePack and 0MQ are two IPC systems that provide Haskell
bindings. MessagePack is a library that is based on RPC and focuses on object serialization.
0MQ provides a framework that focuses solely on message passing and queuing.
MessagePack uses RPC to transfer messages that, in fact, are all serialized objects, and was
initially described as IPC to ”pass serialized objects across network connections” [Unt12c].
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Figure 3.4: Graph for memory usage on the heap. The heap is split into the 20 most prominent cost centres as inserted by the
compiler. qthresh was set to 512K and timeout to 200ms. The maximum length tested was five hours where the pattern could
be sustained..
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Although the most recent descriptions of MessagePack focus mainly on its outstanding object
serialization capabilities, it serves also as a general message passing mechanism.
Mean performance. By and large, the story of our efforts revolves around qualitative
measurements of the networking and serialization performance of different implementations
and bindings in Haskell. Our benchmarks address raw message passing performance where
serialization is tested implicitly. Other test data and code may yield different results. However,
our results give a raw estimation of serialization performance.
Figure 3.5 presents the mean performance of UDP Sockets, MessagePack, 0MQ and CMQ
for exchanging 1000 messages with message sizes between 4 B and 16 KB. UDP Sockets
are not included in Figure 3.6 for the reason that the benchmarking application used for UDP
sockets supports only synchronous operations in lossless environments. The test results show
that when message sizes are less than 1 KB UDP sockets perform comparable to TCP-based
messaging queues; when message sizes are larger than 1 KB, UDP sockets outperform all tested
TCP queuing methods. As for CMQ, it, in general, outperforms all other messaging queuing
methods. CMQ demonstrates a clear advantage for small to medium sized messages up to
4KB. It shows a speed increase of up to 100 times for the transmission of small messages such
as integers (e.g. error codes), flags or applications that need only a single request - response
[Pes06], since TCP messaging requires the establishment of a TCP connection which would
incur a 60% overhead for a small sized message. From the tests it was discovered that CMQ
achieves its best performance with a qthresh of 512B (a value that is also used by the DNS
protocol) and a queue timeout threshold of 200ms.
Figure 3.5 shows that this optimisation makes invoking CMQ to send messages from Haskell
faster than simply sending UDP packets from Haskell provided that the message size is less
than approximately 8KB. However, the length of time taken to send UDP datagrams appears
to be extraordinarily high. This leads me to be concerned that the numbers are telling us more
about the benefits of avoiding the implementation or API to UDP in Haskell rather than the
benefits of the CMQ design and implementation in general.
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Figure 3.5: Message passing performance on a lossless data center network
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Figure 3.6: Message passing performance on a data center network with 1.4% packet loss
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Reality-check. To give a more nuanced flavour of the sorts of problems we encountered,
we have chosen to share a few in more detail.10.
Figure 3.5 shows sending 1000 messages using UDP sockets (no CMQ) taking between 1.0
seconds and 1.2 seconds for messages of size 4 bytes through 1Kbytes. This gives a packet-send
time of about 1 ms. Testing on consumer-grade hardware (a T400 Thinkpad and an Intel Q4800
4-core PC) using fast Ethernet connectivity, wireless connectivity and localhost connectivity,
we get packet-send times of between 10 times and 100 times less than that. For example, using
the open source network benchmarking program nutccp over 100 Mbps Ethernet gives UDP
send times of 6.8 µs for 5-byte messages rising steadily to 46.2 µs for 512-byte messages to
87.2 us for 1024 bytes. At 512-byte packets, for wireless (limited to about 14 Mbps for my
network), I get 280 µs and for localhost (avoiding most of the networking stack and all the
physical network but leaving the network API latency) we get 7.14 µs per packet.
Although nutccp is compiled code, it remains unanswered whether the increased latency
displayed in Figure 3.5 can be best explained with the use of a high-level language, the over-
head of serialization (as indicated in our findings) or other inefficacies that are inherent to the
underlying Haskell UDP API.
A quick experiment using Perl as a high-level language to send 100000 UDP datagrams over
the above wireless network and receive them using netcat and awk gives the same figure of
280 µs per packet. This is using the following receiver on the PC:
% nc -lu 1234 | awk ’{n++}($1 == "start"){s = systime();
print "start=",s}($1 =="end"){e = systime();
print "end=",e,"delta=",e-s,"count=",n;exit}’
and sending with the following Perl commands, that can in practice be expressed as one-liner:
% perl -MIO::Socket::INET -le ’$msg = "a"x511;
$s =IO::Socket::INET->new(PeerAddr => "10.0.0.1", PeerPort => 1234,
Proto =>"udp");
10These measurements have been contributed by an anonymous reviewer
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print $s "start";
for($i=0;$i<100000;$i++){print $s $msg} print $s "end"’
This produces the output:
start= 1343748860
end= 1343748888 delta= 28 count= 100002
This verifies the 280µs per packet and a tcpdump showed the required 512-byte UDP data-
grams being sent. The majority of that 280 µs is from the slow speed of the network medium
and indeed the same experiment done on just the Thinkpad pointing at localhost show packet
times of 13us (with 0.9% packet-drop). Since Figure 3.5 shows 512-byte UDP messages taking
1100 µs rather than times such as 13-280 µs that we measured (albeit simplistically and not in
our cloud computing testbed), our concern was that the actual subset of that time taken up with
the UDP implementation is a very small proportion of the overall times measured.
More detailed measurements, such as the heap and time profiles (for more details see also Fig-
ure 3.4) were done to show the difference between the times spent in implementation-specific
UDP wrapper code and the times spent in unavoidable (or not easily avoidable) network APIs
and network send times. All findings indicated that serialization, that is unavoidable for com-
plex data types, was the most prominent performance bottleneck requiring further expert dia-
gnosis.
In spite of these difficulties, we are satisfied with the performance we have achieved to date.
Resilience and temporal predictability
The need to investigate resilience stems from two considerations:
1. ”The network is reliable” is the first fallacy of distributed computing–for more informa-
tion read the section Testbed specifications of this thesis.
2. More recent and immediately related to computing clouds Birman and Chockler [BCvR09]
state that currently “Not enough is known about stability of large-scale event notification
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platforms, management technologies, or other cloud computing solutions” and identifies
the development of testing methods that can validate the relevance and demonstrate the
scalability of any new solution . . . without working at some company [e.g. Yahoo,
Google, Amazon] that operates a massive but proprietary infrastructure” as an item on
the cloud computing research agenda.
TCP is a reliable protocol that provides reliable, connection-oriented delivery of data. It detects
for example packet loss, delay, congestion and replays lost packets when required. However,
the reliability causes a significant overhead, especially for messages of small sizes. This is
one of the disadvantages of using TCP. More seriously, when delay or packet loss are detec-
ted, TCP assumes congestion and slows down the rate of outgoing data [Pes06]. [MSMO97]
and [SW08] propose formula to calculate the effective bandwidth of TCP connections in the
presence of errors where, for example, a 0.2% packet loss eventually slows down and limits
the effective connection speed to 52.2Mbps irrespective of the nominal bandwidth. In practice,
retransmitting packets is very costly since it also involves queuing and reordering packets that
arrive until the re-transmit is complete, thus stopping time-sensitive data from going through in
the meantime [Fie09]. Furthermore CPU usage spikes when TCP retransmissions are needed
and applications frequently become unresponsive.
We measured the Ping–Pong message passing performance using message sizes of 4 byte, 128
byte, 512 byte, 1Kb, 2Kb, 4Kb, 8Kb and 16Kb in a loss less data center network built with
state of the art data center hardware (for more information abut the testbed read Section 3.2 of
this thesis) and in an unreliable network based on the same architecture where the packet loss
is simulated with iptables [Unte] (see command listed below) on one of the Linux VMs to drop
incoming packets with 0.5% probability.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate that the impact of packet loss on different message passing
paradigms –except for UDP based messaging– brings about unacceptable delays and con-
sequences for the operation of computing clouds and the deployed applications.
i p t a b l e s −A INPUT −m s t a t i s t i c −−mode random −−p r o b a b i l i t y 0 .050 − j
DROP
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We found that CMQ is largely unaffected and produces the same performance results (within
the standard deviations) as if there were no errors on the network. All other benchmarked
queuing methods show an overall delay of approximately a factor of 4 and became largely
unpredictable. It was also discovered that in the presence of errors the benchmark results
of CMQ still show a narrow standard deviation. For example, for a message of 512 Bytes,
the standard deviation of CMQ stayed at 52ms whilst the standard deviation of MessagePack
increased from 54ms (with no simulated data loss) to 820ms.
Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.8 are Criterion micro benchmarks that depicture the raw measurements
on the right and on the left a kernel density estimate (KDE) [Wik15d] of time measurements.
Measurements are displayed on the y axis in the order in which they occurred. This graphs the
probability of any given time measurement occurring. A spike indicates that a measurement
of a particular time occurred; its height indicates how often that measurement was repeated
[O’S15]. Both parts of the graphs show that in unreliable networks the UDP based CMQ has
much higher temporal predictability. The associated graphs are sharper bounded, that means
it gives only a small set of possible outcomes, which could be a few possible results or results
within a small range.
Figure 3.7: MessagePack benchmark for 1000 send/receive cycles with 512 byte
payload in a ”lossless” datacenter network.
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Figure 3.8: MessagePack benchmark for 1000 send/receive cycles with 512 byte
payload in a network with 0.5% loss.
Figure 3.9: CMQ Benchmark of 1000 send/receive cycles with 512 byte payload
in a network with 0.5% loss.
In this category Haskell does not have enough merit to achieve higher ratings. The extension
of the local support of message passing into physically distributed environments is possible but
less feasible than the use of state of the art message passing libraries and frameworks.
Rating: 3. Third party message queues are the best alternative to obtain inter-node mes-
sage passing.
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Table 3.2 summarizes the ratings of the Haskell programming language in the evaluation cri-
teria category Asynchronous operations and messaging.
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Table 3.2: Rating of asynchronous operation and messaging in Haskell
Requirement Rating Details
ASM1 Asynchrounous,
non-blocking IO
1 The programming lan-
guage does non-blocking
IO by default.
Strict separation of IO and
computation
Lighweight ‘green’
threads for IO operations
Alleviating composability
of asynchronous elements
ASM2 Preventing Dead-
locks
2 The programming
language can deal with
deadloacks, for example
avoiding deadlocks (care-
ful resource allocation)
Deadlock detection, tech-
niques to debug dead-
locks, no runtime recov-
ery
Careful resource alloca-
tion, such as STM
ASM3 Support for node-
level shared nothing ar-
chitectures
2 Node-level shared noth-
ing architectures can be
implemented using third
party libraries but they are
not cost effective and not
sufficient.
Elimination of mutual
data and state
Third party message
queues
Cloud Haskell not pro-
duction ready, no ongoing
development
ASM 4 Message passing 3 Third party message
queues are the best altern-
ative to obtain inter-node
message passing.
Serialization libraries not
very effective. Needs ex-
pert debugging.
Resilience under error
conditions up to de-
veloper or third party
frameworks.
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We find that in computing clouds, the FPL Haskell needs to support node level shared nothing
architectures and provide inter node message passing. We present the lightweight, UDP based
message queue CMQ. The concept to use UDP instead of TCP is motivated by our under-
standing that, in Cloud Computing, omnipresent off-the-shelf technologies (both in hard- and
software) are encouraged, and if preventing errors from occurring becomes too costly, dealing
with the errors may be a better solution. This chapter has demonstrated the capability of us-
ing UDP for message queuing in the presence of errors, and has shown the stability of UDP
messaging in such conditions. Methods that deal with packet loss at the application level are
also discussed. The implementation of CMQ is a Haskell Module that utilizes pure functional
data structures. The implementation of CMQ is available as module System.CMQ from the
hackageDB11, and also can be installed automatically via the Haskell package manager cabal
on the Haskell Platform.
Although CMQ is a message queue oriented communication approach, CMQ is different than
the conventional MOM approach because it challenges a number of assumptions under which
conventional MOM is built. For instance, in conventional MOM, messages are ‘always’ de-
livered, routed, queued and frequently follow the publish/subscriber paradigm. It is often ac-
cepted that this requires an additional layer of infrastructure and software where logic is split
from the application and configured in the additional layer. On the contrary, CMQ does just
enough. It does not offer guarantees, thus is very lightweight with low overhead and fast speed.
Although it does not offer guarantees, such as reliable transmission, it appears to be stable in
the presence of errors.
11http://hackage.haskell.org/packages/hackage.html
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Chapter 4
Coordination
In this chapter we assess whether functions in the FPL Haskell can serve as
easy access composable lightweight units of scale to develop scalable software
that executes on computing clouds. We introduce a new PaaS environment that
combines the LINDA coordination language, an in-memory key-value store,
with functional programming to preserve state and facilitate execution and co-
ordination of functions. In our architecture a tuple space is a central element
to support deterministic services for basic parallel programming, including
message passing, persistent infinite message pools and transactions. Redis, a
key-value store, serves as the in-memory tuple space that glues together par-
allel constructs (i.e. skeletons) of formerly monolithic business applications to
form an elastic distributed application.
Traditionally scalable software deployed on computing clouds is developed and implemented
using two units of scale:
1. Virtual Machines and Containers generally consisting of one JVM, Rails, or some other
runtime system per container in which the guest code is deployed [VRMB11], [CBP+10].1
1Under rare circumstances, such as with the execution in the Apache MESOS platform, this can
also be a Java archive.
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to achieve scalability and fault tolerance across multiple virtual or physical systems. Ap-
plications provisioned into VMs or containers is portable between physical systems but
as units of scale they are still coarse and not efficient.
2. Threads to achieve parallelism and scalability across multiple CPU cores on the (guest)
system. Amongst other issues, threads have in practice no portability beyond the phys-
ical platform.
Virtual Machines and Containers scale guest code through replicating the VM or container
and subsequently create the illusion of seamless scaling by clustering the replicas with a load
balancer. It must be noted, that although both VMs and containers scale software by replicating
coarse units of scale, VMs and containers are not the same. Containers are a light weight
operating system virtualization technology the provisioned software shares the same kernel
and, depending on the configuration, large parts of the OS (illustrated in Figure 4.1). Table
4.1 compares the efficacy of different virtualization paradigms, IaaS (that is VMs) are in the
second row whereas OS virtualization (that is Containers) are in the third row. It is visible
that containers have less overhead, and in practice they can be instantiated within milliseconds
whereas instantiating a VM may take minutes.
© 2014 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
Figure 2. OS-Level Virtualization Managed by 
the Docker Daemon
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Figure 4.1: OS-Level Virtualization Managed by the Docker Daemon (Source:
Gartner 2015).
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Considering that at least one instance of every guest application must be running 2 and that fre-
quently additional components such as the host operating system and the application execution
engine need to be replicated as well, it becomes clear that modern PaaS clouds have a huge
footprint and the size of the infrastructure is still dictated by the number of clients and their
running instances rather than by the actual load [SK12]. Table 4.1 compares six distributed
computing architectures and the resources required, such as number of deployed operating sys-
tems, to deploy three application instances. Linux containers running without systemd need
the least resources to deploy three application instances and have thus a higher efficacy than for
example IaaS or hardware load balancing.
Threads are the prevailing parallel execution paradigm, also in functional programming lan-
guages that have recently adopted new runtime technologies to achieve parallel execution.
Threads are a very small unit of scale that commonly has no mobility beyond the physical
platform where it is started and there is no obvious way to match functions and threads. Lee
[Lee07] is generally sceptical about threads as an effective means to support parallelism and
argues in favour of coordination languages instead. He writes:
If we expect concurrent programming to be mainstream, and if we demand reli-
ability and predictability from programs, then we must discard threads as a pro-
gramming model. Concurrent programming models can be constructed that are
much more predictable and understandable than threads.
Lee argues further:
The message is clear. We should not replace established languages. We should
instead build on them. However, building on them using only libraries is not
satisfactory. Libraries offer little structure, no enforcement of patterns, and few
composable properties. I believe that the right answer is coordination languages.
Coordination languages do introduce new syntax, but that syntax serves purposes
2Starting a ‘legacy’ application instance in a cloud takes 30 seconds to one minute, making a ‘start
on demand’ paradigm unfeasible. OS-less instances, such as Linux containers, can be started within
milliseconds using coordination languages or a coordination service.
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that are orthogonal to those of established programming languages. Whereas a
general-purpose concurrent language like Erlang or Ada has to include syntax
for mundane operations such as arithmetic expressions, a coordination language
needs not specify anything more than coordination.
While Lee investigates threads and coordination, he does not investigate suitable units of scale
and keeps his research in this area rather generic using ‘processes’ as the underlying unit of
scale for his investigation. We extend Lee’s research by combining our idea of functions being
an appropriate unit of scale for software in computing clouds with Lee’s findings, therefore we
assess if the FPL Haskell can be used to obtain a shallow embedded domain specific coordina-
tion language that provides a set of primitives for coordination 3. A shallow embedded domain
specific language4 is chosen to fulfil Lee’s requirements to:
• Build on existing programming languages rather than replacing them.
• Go beyond the capability of programming language libraries.
• Avoid threads as units of scale.
• Provide a set of primitives for coordination.
Elastic and scalable software in computing clouds requires additional tools for dynamic ser-
vice registration and service discovery. Well known tools, for example Apache ZooKeeper
[HKJR10] , serf [ser15], etcd [etc15] or the use of a traditional DNS based infrastructure as
described by Spotify Labs [spo15], are commonly referred to as ‘coordination services’. Co-
ordination services have workloads (also referred to as ‘services’) determine the IP address,
port and capabilities of services in the distributed environment so that they can interact. Co-
ordination Services are not in scope of this research.
3resulting in a distributed architecture that is concurrent and non-deterministic
4 An alternative to a DSL could be for example a well structured API that is implemented with / on
top of the coordination mechanism. However, APIs follow an imperative design, for example, a REST
API would need to be called in an imperative manner and hardly make use of any of the functional
paradigms that we are investigating in this thesis. Strictly speaking, the DSL we implemented during
our research represents an API.
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Efficacy is a concern in computing clouds. Corporations, service developers and end users
are not interested in information technology [Car05]. Their goals are, for example, to run
a business process that requires certain resources (e.g. computation and storage), to use an
existing application or service, or providing them for third parties. With the advent of vir-
tualization technology and Infrastructures-as-a-Service (IaaS) corporations began to eliminate
overcapacity in terms of available computing power. Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) is the cloud
computing layer that further reduces redundant functionality–and, allegedly resources. Table
4.1 contrasts and compares the efficacy of the available virtualisation technologies for three
deployed application instances. It is visible that IaaS, the currently prevailing technology is at
the same time one of the least efficient technologies5.
To date improvements in efficacy are generally sought in reducing the Power Usage Effect-
iveness (PUE)6 by improving of for example data center hardware and cooling. Efficacy of
software and application (architectures) is not considered. While it is undoubtedly true that
data centers must be built ‘green’ and that local legislation frequently limits the data center
PUE to a very low maximum, efficient software would certainly help a lot to reduce the overall
footprint of applications and data centers by increasing the application density per server.
4.1 High level design of Cwmwl PaaS framework
The Cwmwl PaaS framework is a flat fabric that unifies the traditional data-tier, messaging, and
computation. We share the views of Shalom [Sha06] who states that the emulation of tier-based
computing in the cloud or in PaaS platforms does not scale effectively enough to the cloud
scale. A unified PaaS fabric scales more predictably than traditional web applications (e.g. a
LAMP stack) that need a mix of technologies and protocols to scale each tier separately. In our
approach a single unified communication protocol is used to store data, coordinate computation,
and exchange information about state. Static (partially hierarchic) relationships between web-
frontend servers, application servers, message buses and database servers are removed.
5Definition and underlying architecture of SaaS offerings are not clear cut and out of scope of this
assessment.
6The Power Usage Effectiveness is defined as the total facility energy divided by the IT equipment
energy. Regulations may require PUEs of data centers to be close to 1.2 or smaller.
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The key differences between a conventional PaaS framework and the unified Cwmwl PaaS
fabric can be observed from Figures 4.2 and 4.3. A conventional PaaS framework scales hori-
zontally through replication of the runtime containers for applications, while the Cwmwl PaaS
fabric scales through distribution of the application instances.
Figure 4.2: Software stack of a conventional PaaS framework.
Figure 4.3: Unified Cwmwl PaaS fabric.
Cwmwl is developed to exploit distributed systems in cloud data centers by leveraging the
strengths of coordination that we find in commodity cluster management tools (e.g. Clustrx
[clu], parallel Gaussian [FTS+]) and commercial space-based PaaS frameworks (e.g. Gigaspaces
XAP [Gig]).
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4.2 How the DSL CWMWL is implemented
The term ‘coordination language’ was coined in the year 1992 by Gelertner [GC92] to describe
the LINDA programming language that he had proposed in the year 1985 [Gel85]. Since then
coordination languages have first influenced distributed computing and HPC, and later Jini/A-
pache River and web services. The LINDA coordination uses a matching based mechanism.
The LINDA model consists of a tuple space and a library that implements four primitives,
rd(), in(), out() and eval(), as extensions to virtually any (non parallel) programming
language.
• rd() retrieves a tuple that matches the given template.
• in() retrieves a tuple that matches the given template and permanently removes the
retrieved tuple from the tuple space.
• out() stores a tuple into a tuple space.
Because remote execution not being in scope of our research (for more information on remote
execution also read Section 4.7.1, we did not include the LINDA eval() primitive that spawns
a new process in our investigation.
The LINDA primitives manipulate and store tuples, which are key-value pairs, in the tuple
space acting as distributed shared memory (DSM). The sender publishes a tuple to the DSM and
the receiver queries the DSM without the need to maintain knowledge from where to receive
or what process to send to.
Cwmwl is a PaaS fabric that consists of:
• Messaging and serialization based on the UDP protocol.
• Secure and elastic workers.
• A means to identify and communicate with workers and processes.
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Table 4.1: Efficacy of distributed computing architectures
Virtualization
(either 1: many
or many:1)
Hardware
Platforms
Operating
Systems
Instantiated
Operating
Systems
Admin-
istered
Deployed
application
Instances
Example
Hardware Virtu-
alization
1 3 3 3 IBM z/VM
Hypervisor
(IaaS)
1 4 (in-
cluding
hypervisor
OS)
3 3 KVM, VM-
Ware
OS Virtualization 1 1 0 - 3* 3 Linux
Containers
("Docker")
PaaS (current) 1 4 0 3 App-scale
PaaS (ideal**) 1 1 0 3
Clustering 3 3 3 3 Hardware
load-
balancing
* systemd containers that are entered with ssh need to be administered like a VM,
containers that are entered with nsenter do not require OS administration
**A PaaS that does not wrap VMs and operating systems that need to be administered
and protected around atomic units of scale, such as processes or threads.
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Figure 4.4: High level architecture of the Cwmwl PaaS fabric. Workers can consist of any unit of scale: e.g. plugins, functions..
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Figure 4.5: UML diagram of the Cwmwl PaaS fabric.
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Figure 4.4 illustrates a high-level overview of the Cwmwl structure. Cwmwl consists of a cent-
ral tuple space (TS) and several application servers (AS). For a distributed application that uses
the master-worker skeletons developers will need to write a worker process, upload the code
package to an application server and start it. To interact with the worker the developer uses the
Cwmwl primitives to query the TS for tuples that have been published by a worker process.
The TS serves as DSM, IPC and in-memory data grid, thus collapsing traditional multi-tier
applications. To scale the distributed application more workers must be deployed 7. This is
merely a replication and does not require the implementation of an application load balancer
that would represent additional overhead, to make use of the added computation power. The
TS and the AS nodes are instances of guest virtual machines in commercial clouds. Cwmwl
script is a means of coordinating and imposing constraints on a large pool of workers that, on
large scale with hundreds or thousands of worker instances, will otherwise quickly become
unmanageable. Whilst, for example, in commodity cluster management tools the coordinating
middleware and the executed application are separate layers of software, Cwmwl script is part
of the distributed application itself. Figure 4.5 depicts a UML deployment diagram of the Cw-
mwl fabric. The upper part of the UML diagram illustrates a developer accessing the platform
to upload the application (code) to the application database (AppDB). An application controller
(AppController) is in charge of deploying the user’s applications from the AppDB to the avail-
able guest virtual machines. The lower part of the UML diagram illustrates a client accessing
the deployed application through an intermediary web server (here lighttpd) using HTTP GET
requests to the tuple store as a replacement for the LINDA rd() primitive.
4.2.1 Tuples and Templates
The syntax of the LINDA primitives that are used in Cwmwl has been kept similar to the
original formulation of tuple spaces. Although the host language Haskell is strongly typed,
Cwmwl does not use Haskell data types and tuple matching is purely syntactic. As proposed
by Wells [Wel05], data-type conversions are handled by Cwmwl to create a truly heterogeneous
system that is not limited to any (type of) programming language.
7Application (auto) scalers are currently a field of ongoing research (for example Calcavecchia et al
[CCDN+12]) to which Cwmwl does not contribute at this time.
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A limited number of types (that could easily be extended) are currently inferred by the Cwmwl
parser. The abstract syntax tree (AST) of the Cwmwl interpreter is built for the types string,
integer and some other types (identifier, query, operation) that implement the domain abstrac-
tions that are required to model the LINDA functionalities. Strong typing can be achieved
by segmenting the tuple space where every segment is created to store only a specific type
[vdGSW97]. A further option to preserve types is encapsulation, for example using JSON or
ByteString.
Tuples stored in the key-value store (or in any tuple space) are accessed using a method that is
called associative lookup, which matches tuples based on templates (also called anti-tuple). A
template is similar to a tuple, except some of its fields may be replaced by a NULL 8; for ex-
ample (isFib, ) value for wildcard matching. A template is said to match a tuple provided
the following two conditions are met [Atk08]:
• The template is the same length as the tuple.
• Any values specified in the template match the tuple’s values in the corresponding fields.
There are two kinds of matches between a template value and a tuple value: exact match
where the two values are exactly the same, or wildcard match where a NULL template
value matches any tuple value.
For example, the template (isFib, NULL)will match the tuples (isFib, 20365011074)
and (isFib, 11021972), but not the tuple (isFib, 20365011074, ‘true’). The
example shows that a given template can match several tuples so the matching between tem-
plate and tuple is not always unique. In Cwmwl, the interpreter uses the tuple template as a
key to the Redis set data type, which is an unordered collection of strings. Since the interpreter
cannot forecast if the key to a new key-value pair will always represent a unique mapping or
if additional key-value pairs that reduce to the same key will follow, all new entries must start
out as a Redis set with a single member. Tuples can be added to a set or removed from a set in
O(1) constant time. Sorted sets are available and could, for example, be used to queue tuples
8The wildcard NULL can be omitted. To keep the key unambiguous the tuple delimiters must be
retained.
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that represent tasks or workers using a FIFO strategy. Identical work tasks need to be saved
only once, and can be executed several times, either in parallel or sequentially.
4.2.2 Units of scale
A tuple space matches the master-worker scheme quite naturally. Campbell [Cap97] argues
that the LINDA model is particularly natural for implementing some cases, such as task queues
and recursive partitions. As for other skeletons he states that the segmentation of the tuple store
(a technique that is frequently used in commercial tuple space implementations) and a degree
of coordination would be beneficial to harness the evolving complexity. In the following we
give two examples that are based on ACP:
1. Sequential (pipelined) execution processes.
2. Non-binding sequences.
Sequential (pipelined) execution of processes with data flowing between them, featuring
systolic access patterns (see Figure 4.6), if implemented using a tuple space, would have each
stage consuming the tuple from the previous stage and produces the tuple for the next stage.
This is inefficient, considering that in order for tuples to pass between stages, the developer
would have to index, track, and modify the tuples at each stage. An example of such tuple could
be out (myWorker, prev_state, next_state, data). The wildcard NULL. As
a possible solution, Campbell proposes to segment the tuple space and let the segments repres-
ent queues similar to pub/sub channels. For example, a sequential process may consist of the
stages (abcd) where stage (a) produces a tuple in its result tuple space (segment) for stage (b).
Stage (b) reads the next tuple from there and writes its output to its own result tuple space. The
resulting tuple space segments are comparable to pub/sub channels and reduce the amount of
state and control information that needs to be passed around with every tuple, thus increasing
the overall efficiency.
import language.CWMWL
2
main :: IO()
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main::IO
Sequence
Tuple Space T1S1 T2S2 T3S3 T3S3
Figure 4.6: Tuple space used with an algorithmic skeleton that requires sequential
execution (pipelining) and results in a systolic access pattern to the tuple space..
4
runCWMWL[
6 while (data) {
in (myWorker, NULL) ;
8 --reads a tuple that belongs to a
--sequential computation
10
out (myWorker, data) ;
12 --writes back a tuple and updates
--the state of the computation
14 }
]
Listing 4.1: Pseudo Cwmwl implementation of a pipelined algorithm.
An application that is run in our DSL may involve multiple execution instances that must be
executed within the constraints that are specified by the DSL operators and the axioms of the
ACP. The subset of the ACP that is illustrated in Table 4.2 and Equation 4.2 is implemented
in the DSL interpreter through storing the running state of each sequential instance in a tuple
template rather than in the tuple itself. A key is used for tracking a particular state and has the
form of (myWorker, NULL):$id where $id is an integer that represents the current state
of the instance myWorker. It can be incremented and queried to make sure communication
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take place at the right state. Redis commands are used in manipulating, incrementing and
tracking state keys.
A (non-binding) sequencing operator ‘&’ is implemented for all computations where there is
a choice as to what operand is evaluated first. The execution results of the instances involved
are stored in the Redis set datatype. For commutative sequencing which task is to end when all
instances have signalled a certain state, the Redis scard query is used to return the number of
elements in the set containing the results of the computations. Each instance must succeed (i.e.,
store a result in the set) to let the parallel commutative composition succeed. The number of
elements in the set determines whether this is the case or not. This can be used for a barrier op-
eration by requiring (ready) signals from all the involved processes before the next processing
stage. In addition to the two sequencing operators the DSL supports a choice operator ‘|’ that
succeeds if any of the operands succeeds.
1 import language.CWMWL
3 main :: IO()
5 runCWMWL[
in (myWorker, NULL, NULL) & 2
7 --And parallelism coordinated with
--a non-binding sequencing operator
9 --valid if two tuples are present
11 in (myWorker_a, NULL, NULL)
& (myWorker_b, NULL, NULL)
13 --And parallelism of two different
--workers, valid if both
15 --computations have finished
]
Listing 4.2: Pseudo Cwmwl implementation of a two non-binding sequences.
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4.2.3 Map Reduce: a data-oriented example
Programs 4.3 and 4.49 give a data-oriented example of how the Cwmwl TS can be used to
support distributed computations by providing DSM and a channel for interprocess communic-
ation. The programs implement a data intensive map-reduce algorithm for matrix multiplica-
tion [Nor11] that partitions Matrix A and Matrix B into sub-matrices, and then performs the
multiplications in parallel. Deploying this small distributed application involves the creation
of the Redis Tuple Space and corresponding computing nodes - a mapper node and multiple
reducer nodes. A mapper node loads two sparse matrices from a csv file into the Cwmwl tuple
space. The reducer nodes carry out the multiplication. Currently, AWS EC2 (and many other
large commercial clouds) does not support IP multicast, thus the tuple space must be registered
to the computing nodes by means of a configuration file.
Depending on the available network bandwidth and speed, the performance of the mapper may
benefit from the fact that loading data into key-value stores is much faster than casting data into
a relational database [PPR+09]. Since the Cwmwl TS is based on a key-value store, the tuple
(template) must contain all information required to address the matrices and their cells. In this
example, we work with tuples of the format (a: i :k, value), in which a, i, k denote the matrix,
row and column, respectively.
The reducer function multiplies, depending on the configuration of the indices, one or more
sub-matrices and sums the results. It would be possible to introduce an intermediary mapper
by, for example, splitting the multiplication from the addition and have the reducer sum up the
results only.
There are two problems involved in extending Haskell with the Cwmwl tuple space. Firstly, ac-
cess to a tuple space involves network communication, and any communication over a network
is placed in Haskell in the IO Monad, which makes all its subsequent computation (such as the
multiplications in our example) ‘impure’. This is a problem unique to Haskell, while in some
other functional languages, such as Erlang, communications are untyped. Secondly, Haskell
uses a static type system, which requires the two processes that use a tuple space as DSM to
use the same data type. Cwmwl can work around this problem using JSON Frames (see also
9The reducer function has been contributed by Aaron Stevens
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Section 4.2.1 of this paper) or Scoped Type Variables [JS04].
The map reduce example shows that Cwmwl can easily connect multiple processes that reside
on different physical nodes and provides a means for distributed programs to access data in
a way similar to accessing data locally. Using the Cwmwl TS, interprocess communication,
and DSM is abstracted away from the developer. Accessing data, memory or inter-process
communication are three distinct tasks in most state-of-the-art distributed applications that each
require distinct efforts to implement, but in Cwmwl, they are merged into one simple task -
accessing tuples in Cwmwl TS.
2 import qualified language.CWMWL as cwmwl
4 mapper = do
6 do csv <- getContents
case parse csvFile "(stdin)" csv of
8 Left e -> do putStrLn "Error in csv file
import:"
print e
10 Right r -> do
(key, value) <- castTpl r
12 --e.g. (a:i:k, value) ... (b:k:j
, value)
cwmwl.out (key, value)
Listing 4.3: The mapper code that casts matrices A and B from a csv file into
Tuple Space..
2 reducer = do
let indices = [(i, j, k) | i <- [0..rowsA],
4 j <- [0..colsB],
k <- [0..colsA]]
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6
-- Since ‘cwmwl . in‘ returns a value in the IO monad,
8 -- we can’t just multiply the values returned.
r1 <- mapM (\(i, j, k) -> (cwmwl . in) (a, i, k)) indices
10 r2 <- mapM (\(i, j, k) -> (cwmwl . in) (b, k, j)) indices
12 -- We can multiply r1 and r2 together though,
-- since they are values extracted from the IO monad
14 return $ sum $ zipWith (*) r1 r2
Listing 4.4: The reducer code that executes matrix multiplication.
4.3 Testbed specification
The main goal of the experimental design was to approximate the environment as seen by
real applications and to assess the impact of bandwidth and latency on the measured mean
performance.
All of the experiments were conducted in the Amazon EC2 cloud. The central tuple store used
a Cluster Compute instance so that throughput would not be limited by the available network
bandwidth, application memory or computing capacity. Since Redis is single threaded and is
best deployed on bare metal hardware without hypervisor [SN], an AWS EC2 Cluster Com-
pute instance is the best available match for these requirements. AWS EC2 Cluster Compute
instances are based on Hardware Virtual Machines (HVM) where the guest VM runs as if it
were on a native hardware platform [Incb].
AWS EC2 Cluster Compute instances have 60.5GB RAM, 8 physical cores 10 and 10-Gigabit
Ethernet connectivity. The clients C1...C20 were on separate instances of the type M1 Large.
M1 Large instances have 7.5GB RAM, 2 virtual cores (4 EC2 compute units) and high I/O
performance with unspecified network speed.
1088 EC2 compute units that equals 11 EC2 compute units per core as opposed to the usual 2.5 EC2
compute units per virtual core
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Before the benchmarks were executed, the systems were modified to reuse and recycle TCP
connections. Additionally the default range for TCP source ports was changed to the maximum
port range: 1024 - 65535 (see Program 4.5).
1
sudo bash -c ’echo 1 > \
3 /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_tw_reuse’
5 sudo bash -c ’echo 1 > \
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_tw_recycle’
7
sudo bash -c ’echo 1024 65535 > \
9 /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_local_port_range’
Listing 4.5: Linux configuration file \etc\rc.local to modify all systems at boot
time.
4.4 Benchmarking methodology
Two scenarios have been tested in our benchmarks: one with a simple tuple structure with
changing payload, and the other with a large set of different tuple structures.
The first scenario involves a simple data tuple (‘someData’, PAYLOAD) with payload
sizes ranging from three bytes to 12KB. Regardless of the payload size, all tuples map to the
same template (‘someData’, NULL), which is used as the key in the Redis key-value store
and consequently are stored in the same Redis set. Such a usage pattern eventually reduces to
the Redis SADD command that works in O(N) time where N is the number of tuples to be
added to the set [SN]. However, in our test, only one tuple is added at a time, and thus the time
complexity for each addition is O(1).
In the second scenario, a series of tuples with different structures of the format
(‘someData00001’, PAYLOAD) are involved. ‘somedata00001’ ranges from
‘somedata00001’ to ‘somedata10000’, for the reason that the tuple space must easily
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Figure 4.7: Impact of workload size on throughput for 5, 10, and 15 clients
fit into the memory of an EC2 Cluster Compute instance, even with the largest tuple payload.
This usage pattern eventually reduces to the creation of a new Redis set with a single member.
To further simulate the environment as seen by real applications, prior to testing in each of
the scenarios, the Cwmwl tuple space was aged with one million tuples with an automatically
generated payload of the same payload size.
4.5 Tuple space performance
The initial state of the tuple space, which was simulated by tuple space ageing, had no impact
on the performance results. The results confirm that both operations, inserting a new key-value
pair and adding an additional value to an existing set, work in O(1) time. Figure 4.7 shows a
nearly logarithmic relation of the tuple workload size (measured in bytes) on the tuple space
throughput (measured in operations per second) for 5, 10 and 15 concurrent clients. The tuple
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bubble size represents the standard deviation from the mean value..
space throughput drops logarithmically with the workload size. The standard deviation of the
measurements for the benchmark with 20 concurrent clients were very high (see also Figure
4.10) and this benchmark is thus not included in this diagram.
Figure 4.8 shows that the gross benchmark execution time for up to 15 clients is (within the
standard deviation) constant and proportional to the workload size of the tuple. Figure 4.9
shows that within the boundaries of our experimental design the tuple space throughput keeps
increasing with the number of concurrent clients executing the same benchmark. Obviously,
the performance limits of our tuple space implementation could not be reached within our
experimental design. On the other hand, the large standard deviations (Figure 4.10) of the
benchmarks with 20 concurrent clients and the ‘knee’ at 15 concurrent clients in Figure 4.9 may
imply that there is a performance boundary between 15 and 20 concurrent clients. Interestingly
this is in line with Fiedler [FWR+05] who also finds a ‘knee’ around 15 concurrent clients
executing the same benchmark on JavaSpaces.
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The Cwmwl rd() primitive produced a constant benchmark execution time of around 6.5s
that was not influenced by the size of the payload or by the number of concurrent clients.
However, we had the impression that the rd() was altogether less scalable and locked the
system network queues significantly longer than the out() primitive that in turn leads to
undesirable exhaustions of the connection pools.
The overall results were very consistent and predictable giving a good basis to understand the
impact of the Cwmwl tuple space on application performance and scalability. The repeatab-
ility of the benchmarks for up to 15 concurrent clients confirms the validity of our findings
within the expressed range. Spot checks show that the absolute values (operations / second)
are approximately half the performance of the redis-benchmark tool that is included in a
Redis installation. The difference could be caused by differences in serialization, sources and
exploitation of randomness to generate the tuple payloads or the Redis bindings for Haskell.
The gross throughput with 15 clients was around 1.8 Gbps, slightly higher than the nominal
throughput of SATA 1.0 (1.5Gbps).
It is natural to question the performance advantages of the Cwmwl Paas fabric over the current
PaaS frameworks. However, most of the current PaaS frameworks are based on a complex soft-
ware stack and computation speed or IO alone cannot measure their performance. According
to Zhang et. al. [ZHC+12], the performance of current PaaS frameworks may be assessed tier
by tier. In practice, PaaS performance is often discussed qualitatively in terms of the time and
effort required to deploy a new (web) application or to do a major application upgrade. Also,
it is often discussed to what extent, and with what effort, it is possible to elastically ‘right-
size’ (scale up and down) a deployed application. Frequently this is supported by additional
middleware that must be subscribed (e.g. Rightscale [Cla10]) and not by the cloud computing
platform itself. Map Reduce is frequently sold outside PaaS frameworks as a separate capability
that must be configured using workflows and storage, showing again the lack of harmonization
of computation, data, applications and web applications in computing clouds.
Cwmwl is intended to rethink PaaS design and to merge brute replication and re-clustering
(which is the current methodology to implement PaaS) with distributed computing to improve
efficiency and cost. Our foremost design goal is simplicity by achieving a novel unified plat-
form rather than virtualizing and replicating the implementation of a load balanced web applic-
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ation that has existed since the end of the 1990s. The performance Figures of the Cwmwl TS
that is accessed with the Cwmwl primitives support our claim that this can be done. After all,
achieving a performance close to SATA 1.0 is a good start.
4.6 Evaluation criteria
Our evaluation criteria are based on Papadopoulos [PA98] who discriminates coordination lan-
guages according to seven main characteristics:
1. Entities being coordinated (COO1).
2. Mechanisms of coordination (COO2,–read ASM4).
3. Medium of coordination (COO3,–not scored).
4. Semantics / rules protocols (COO4).
5. Degree of Decoupling (COO5,–read ASM3).
6. Range of programming languages supported (not in scope of this thesis).
7. Application domain (COO6).
COO1 The PL provides entities suitable for coordination
References [GC92] , [PA98]
Rationale Elasticity and scalability beyond the platform where the application is
started requires to decompose applications into units of scale the can be
distributed and scaled independently.
Specifics Coordination languages require easy access to entities suitable for co-
ordination, such as functional skeletons, nodes, processes, sequential
tasks or web services.
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COO1 The PL provides entities suitable for coordination
Ratings
1. Applications in the FPL are comprised of portable, inter oper-
able and self-contained computational entities.
2. Applications in the FPL are comprised of entities that miss one
or more characteristics or they are not easily accessible.
3. The FPL does not provide entities suitable for coordination.
COO2 The PL provides a mechanism for coordination
References [PA98] , [CJLL02]
Rationale The (host) language must provide a component interaction mechanism
that can be used for coordination.
Specifics [PA98] recognizes the following mechanisms:
• Events and channels (for example message passing).
• Function application and composition (as used in functional skel-
etons).
• (Remote) Method invocation.
• Tuple exchange.
• Specialized mechanisms, such as chemical reaction.
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COO2 The PL provides a mechanism for coordination
Ratings
1. The programming language provides an interaction mechanism
for distributed units of scale (or components).
2. The programming language provides an interaction mechanism
for units of scale on the local system that is easy accessible and
can be extended for distributed environments.
3. The programming language must be extended to implement the
required mechanism.
COO3 Medium of Coordination can be provisioned and accessed (Not
scored)
References [RC90]
Rationale Almost all coordination models use a Shared Dataspace. Roman [RC90]
as quoted in Papadopoulos [PA98] explains: “A Shared Dataspace is a
common, content-addressable data structure. All processes involved in
some computation can communicate among themselves only indirectly
via this medium. In particular, they can post or broadcast information
into the medium and also they can retrieve information from the medium
either by actually removing this information out of the shared medium
or merely taking a copy of it.”
Specifics Performance and scalability are crucial for the usefulness of a Shared
Dataspace. Distributed shared memory [GHW12a], [GHW12b] has
been successfully implemented and commercialized 11 demonstrating
the feasibility.
Ratings
11For example by the company RNA Networks, which was acquired by Dell Inc. in the year 2011.
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COO4 Rigorous semantics, rules or protocols can be implemented
References [Gel85] [CGW91]
Rationale The semantics of the subset / coordination language need to be suffi-
ciently to allow logic reasoning about coordination.
Specifics Formal reasoning supports static code analysis and benefits the devel-
opment of compilers. Well-defined DSLs can be better understood and
support the development of quality software.
Ratings
1. The General Programming Language (GPL) supports the imple-
mentation of a DSL / Coordination language independently from
a third party platform or runtime (e.g. , Clojure and Scala are
built on top of JVM, F# on top of the .NET platform).
2. The General Programming Language (GPL) supports the imple-
mentation of a DSL / Coordination language but has further de-
pendencies on third party platforms.
3. The GPL is inherently limited and cannot serve as base language
for a DSL.
COO5 Degree of decoupling
References
Rationale Direct coupling between client and server, as is the case with remote
invocations, should be avoided. This property is assessed in Section
3.5.3 of this thesis.
Specifics Indirect communication paradigms seek a level of uncoupling. For ex-
ample, uncoupling of entities in space and time where the coordination
medium and the medium’s contents are independent of the life history
of the processes involved.
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COO5 Degree of decoupling
Ratings
1. The FPL provides rich and precise means to create shared nothing
architectures, for example by closely integrating with a concur-
rency model that applies to local and remote processes.
2. Node-level shared nothing architectures can be implemented us-
ing third party libraries but they are not cost effective and not
sufficient.
3. There is neither explicit nor implicit support of node-level shared
nothing architectures.
COO6 Relevance and applicability to the domain computing clouds
References [KDH11]
Rationale The obtained coordination language needs to have special merit (be ‘rel-
evant’) to the development of applications in computing clouds.
Specifics
Ratings
1. The programming language is relevant for the application domain
computing clouds.
2. The programming language needs to be extended in order to be
relevant for the application domain computing clouds.
3. The programming language is not relevant for use in computing
clouds.
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4.7 Assessment of functions as lightweight units of scale
for distributed applications in computing clouds
Now, Haskell is assessed against the criteria developed in the previous section.
4.7.1 COO1: Entities suitable for coordination
Haskell is a pure functional programming language. Application source code written in Haskell
is composed of functions (frequently also referred to as ‘expressions’). Functions as units of
scale of scalable applications for computing clouds have the following strengths and weak-
nesses:
Strengths
• Functions always evaluate to the same value for a given argument (”free of side effects”).
• Variables are assigned once.
• The order of function execution can be re-arranged. For example, Functions can be
composed, curried, etc..
• All pure functions can be executed in parallel.
• Function evaluation can be cached.
The strengths support the assumption that functions can be decoupled in space and time, provid-
ing strong support for coordination models where deterministic entities (here functions) are
composed into a deterministic outcome using explicitly non-deterministic mechanisms.
Weaknesses
• Functions need to be part of a program. A main function is required as entry point into
a Haskell program. The use of Haskell Plugins [PSSC04] can abstract the need for a
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main function away from the developer. A (cloud) service provider could for example
maintain a platform where client code is dynamically loaded as plug-ins.
• Haskell extensions for parallel and concurrent programming are designed to exploit
multicore CPUs on the local system. At the time of writing this thesis Haskell does
not support remote execution / remote method invocation such as Java RMI. Accord-
ing to Marlow [Mar12] there are efforts (such as ‘Cloud-Haskell’, now called ‘remote’)
under way to eventually support remote execution. However, Marlow perceives non-
deterministic means as “a little unfortunate”, while the authors of this thesis argue that
non-deterministic means must be introduced where needed to fit the nature and require-
ments of computing clouds–without disrupting the essential determinism of program-
ming languages.
It is a wide spread misconception that distributed software for computing clouds requires mo-
bility of code or objects, such as available in Java RMI or partially in the Haskell smallremote
package. The authors of this thesis believe that there are not many use cases that mandate code
mobility. Scalable applications for computing clouds require self-contained workloads that can
use indirect communication and coordination to ‘glue’ together the eventual application.
Self-contained workloads can be (partially) dynamically linked Haskell binaries or for example
containers that consist of the Haskell binary and the required libraries. Popular options to
deploy containers are Linux Containers managed by Docker or by Apache Mesos [HKZ+11].
Docker containers fit well into DevOps driven environments where constant integration and
constant deployment paradigms are sought. Docker containers can share DLLs with the under-
lying operating system somewhat reducing the size of the required Haskell binary. Resource
management requires additional frameworks, such as Kubernetes or Apache Mesos.
Apache Mesos fit better to environments with very large scale where the emphasis is on the
separation and management of workloads and resources. But there is one more issue. While
networking plays a key role in data center infrastructure, distributed applications and coordin-
ation models that decouple in space and time, networking is, for now, beyond the scope of
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Docker or Mesos.
[[[function+ entrypoint]Haskell binary+DLLs]Container+ResourceManager]+Networking
(4.1)
Equation 4.1 illustrates the components required to build a PaaS framework around Haskell
functions. In summary, a framework that is using Haskell functions as units of scale would
consist of:
• Haskell Binary.
• Required DLLs, for example packaged together with the binary into a Linux container
or shared between multiple Linux containers.
• Data Center Operating System to manage resources and deploy workloads, such as
Apache Mesos is out of scope of this Thesis. The authors of this thesis were using the
Ansible [RH16] configuration management tool to distribute the workloads in a semi-
automated way. But this does not provide resource management.
• Networking is in this research achieved through bindings to a coordination language in
the main function.
Item Haskell Java
Archive Hasekll Binary .jar file
Supporting Code DLLs or PlugIn loader JVM12
Resource Manager Required Required
Networking Required Required
Table 4.1: Comparison of Haskell Functions and .jar archives when used as units of
scale
12Generally one JVM needs to be deployed per container, since multiple applications per JVM rep-
resent operational challenges that must again be resolved with appropriate frameworks, such as OSGi
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Table 4.1 compares the effort and adjunct features required to use Haskell functions and Java
.jar archives as portable units of scale considering the limitations explained above. On the one
hand we see that both programming languages are sufficiently similar in their requirements and
cannot easily deduct a special merit of FPL Haskell. On the other hand, based on the results
of our practical evaluations, the authors of this thesis believe that the strengths listed earlier in
this chapter cannot easily reproduced by for example Java processes or objects and that large
scale function executing services, such as AWS Lambda [Inca], can be achieved using Haskell
Plugins. The size of this infrastructure would however still be dictated by the number of clients
and their running functions rather than by the actual load.
FPLs are also a good basis to build unikernels. Besides containers and data center operating
systems, such as Apache Mesos, unikernels have started to gain some traction because they
allow building scalable systems in a very efficient way. Unikernels such as Mirage [MMS+10],
Erlang on Xen (Ling) [SK12] and the Haskell Lightweight Virtual Machine (HaLVM) [hal15]
show that it is possible to convert high-level functional language source code into a kernel (also
called exo kernel) that runs directly on the XEN hypervisor that is used in most commercial
public clouds such as Amazon EC2. The instantiation time of a system based on unikernels
is in the ms range. Hence, it is possible13 to build PaaS frameworks that reduce the required
footprint to the absolute minimum (see also Table 4.1). Furthermore, all three aforementioned
unikernels are single threaded that makes them good candidates for coordination models, and
a stable coordination layer based on a tuple space could be an ideal basis to glue both OS-less
applications and OS-equipped legacy VMs to a hybrid elastic cloud platform.
Rating: 2. Applications in the FPL are comprised of entities that miss one or more char-
acteristics or they are not easily accessible.
4.7.2 COO2: Mechanism of coordination
Papadopoulus [PA98] lists five mechanisms of coordination (for a complete list of the five
mechanisms read Subsection COO2 in Section 4.6). Haskell can use the following two mech-
anisms of coordination that are generally limited to the local system:
13Unikernels have not been evaluated in our cloud computing test bed.
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• Events and channels.
• Function application and composition.
It must be noted that functional skeletons in Haskell have been investigated [Col04], frequently
as they relate to Eden [Loo12], a Haskell extension for parallel functional programming. How-
ever, similar to events and channels, functional skeletons are generally focusing on the local
system and do not support distributed environments.
Section 3.5.4 evaluates Haskell for support of message passing to transmit data, such as state
information, and re-synchronize the workloads, for example, functions, processes or micro
services in distributed environments and we align the rating of this requirement with Section
3.5.4.
Rating: 3 The programming language must be extended to implement the required mech-
anism.
4.7.3 COO3: Medium of coordination (Not rated)
It would not be appropriate to expect that a data store, such as a tuple space, must be a first class
citizen of a programming language. Although before the advent of relational databases, there
have been programming languages and operating systems that merged programming language
and data stores, for example, the Clipper Compiler [Spe91] dBase [Wik15b] , FoxPro [www15],
the IBM Application System 400 (AS/400) or PickBasic [Sis87], such close couplings for
programming languages have lost popularity a long time ago. To date it is the databases that
encapsulate the programming language such as SQL or PL/SQL.
Although it would have been possible to co-locate the mechanism of coordination with the
programming language Haskell by using for example a Binary Search Tree (BST) or making
better use of the Haskell Type System for the creation and matching of tuples; for the proof of
concept of this thesis we have selected to implement the mechanism of coordination based on
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an existing data store 14 that has
1. Relevance and popularity in the application domain of computing clouds.
2. Advantages for the implementation of a medium of coordination.
Relevance to computing clouds. Key-value stores, noSQL and Big Data, all of which
are strongly linked to cloud computing, have increasingly gained pace in recent years. Cwmwl
suggests a promising cloud infrastructure through combining these new paradigms with a high
performance tuple space, living outside the web services world, and obtaining its applicability
by simply using tuple spaces and LINDA-based coordination languages. In the Cwmwl infra-
structure a key-value store is used to serve application needs, store Big Data, and as a tuple
space, which, if employed wisely, can greatly reduce the software stack, complexity and foot-
print of applications in the cloud. The reduction of the software stack, complexity, and footprint
makes Cwmwl a flat PaaS fabric that differs from the more common hierarchical or tier-based
PaaS paradigms.
Regarding the implementation of key-value stores, two seemingly opposing trends have been
observed: in-memory data grids and distributed key-value stores. In-memory data grids, where
all data is kept in memory, provide fast access to data with low latency and high performance.
They are frequently used for near real time (BIG) Data analytics. The Lewis Carroll Diagram
in 4.11 shows how popular cloud computing offerings (purple shaded areas) overlap with use
cases from the application domains web services, clusters, distributed computing and HPC.
Key-Value stores are relevant in the categories web services (for example, the implementation
of failure tolerant shopping carts or session stores), distributed computing (for example, search)
and HPC (for example, storage and analysis of log data).
The corresponding commercial offerings for this market segment are ‘bare metal clouds’ that
allocate dedicated servers and offerings based on hardware-virtualization where one single in-
14Additional reasons for not integrating the data store with the programming languages are reduced
lock-in and the use of well-defined APIs as de-facto standard that allows access to data in a common
way, regardless of programming language, data store / database or schema (as is the case with NoSQL
databases).
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Figure 4.11: Lewis Carroll Diagram showing how cloud computing offerings
(purple area) overlap with web services, clusters and HPC.
stance can have more than 200GB RAM 15. Distributed key-value stores that may involve map
reducing 16 and additional delays through vector clocks before a query is responded to. Dabek
and Peng [PD10] introduce the Google development called Percolator, which is a combination
of both types of key-value stores.
We believe that the next generation of cloud computing platforms will embrace upcoming peta-
and exa-scale mainstream systems and shift in focus from a technology that mainly delivers
web services (Figure 4.11 bottom left) to a more abstract service that leverages distributed
computing to support non-web-service applications, or rather common business applications
(Figure 4.11 top right).
Special merit for implementation of a coordination medium. Tuple spaces are a
lightweight means of memory virtualization and consequently very similar to persistent storage
memory with the added value that tuple spaces can easily scale across the physical boundaries
of nodes. An in-memory key-value store was chosen as the basis for the Cwmwl tuple space 17
15For example, the AWS HPC offerings or the Storm bare metal servers
16For example RIAK [ria] or the Amazon Dynamo [DHJ+07a]
17Transient tuple spaces appeared first in JavaSpaces. The focus however was on volatility of tuples
at the time of system reset rather than creating an optimal in-memory data grid.
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in order to make it suitable for the implementation of in-memory data grids as well as for the
virtualization of (application) memory, data storage, and interprocess communication (IPC)
across computer or network architectures. The in-memory key-value store Redis [SN] was
chosen for the following reasons:
• It is very fast and lightweight, which makes it ideal for frequent random access with
very low latency as required by tuple space implementations. The expected speed gain
compared to a disk based key-value store is approximately 1:100000 [Los10].
• It supports persistent tuple spaces (if data and tuples are long lived) and preserves state
across restarts if required.
• It supports atomic operations. Most key-value stores do not support transactions and
use, for example, vector clock schemes [BR02] to detect and resolve conflicts.
• It supports a number of data structures (for example sets, lists, and ordered sets) that
can be used to support functions such as tuple matching and advanced coordination (see
Section 4.2.1 of this document).
• It supports key-value pair expiry times which are used to release expired tuples.
• It supports persistence. Regarded as a less important feature of an in-memory tuple store,
in practice, it cannot be underestimated as a source for debugging information.
There are two problems involved in extending Haskell with the medium of coordination.
1. Access to a remote medium of coordination involves network communication, and any
communication over a network is placed in Haskell in the IO Monad, which makes all its
subsequent computation ‘impure’. This is a problem unique to Haskell, while in some
other functional languages, such as Erlang, communications are untyped.
2. Haskell uses a static type system, which requires the two processes that use a tuple space
as DSM to use the same data type. Cwmwl can work around this problem using JSON
Frames (see also Section 4.2.1 of this paper) or Scoped Type Variables [JS04].
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The above issues are consequences of the control the Haskell (developers) have over effects
and can also bee seen as an advantage of the FPL Haskell over other programming languages
that have not the same strict control over effects. Furthermore it is natural that the types of an
EDSL need to be more limited then the types of the host language itself. For more information
where the increased control over effects is helpful read also Subsection 4.7.4.
4.7.4 COO4: Rigorous semantics, rules or protocols can be imple-
mented
We used Haskell as base programming language to implement a Domain Specific Language
(DSL) that has the primitives of the LINDA coordination language and to define custom oper-
ators and priorities to achieve the required semantics.
We make three operators available that express sequences and parallelism (see Table 4.2 for
a description of the DSL script operators) enabling the interpreter to automatically maintain
the computation states and thus abstracting the need to manually maintain state and control in-
formation away from the developer. The operators of our DSL are aligned with the Algebra of
Communication Processes (ACP) [BK86], among which there is a strong binding sequence op-
erator ‘;’ that is used to express the sequential execution of processes, a non-binding sequence
operator‘&’ that is used for barrier execution of processes and an exclusive choice operator
‘|’ that performs eureka execution. Furthermore our DSL adopts the axioms and the process
algebra as defined by the ACP. Equation 4.2 reprints the ACP axioms using the Cwmwl script
operators in the notation. ACP is defined by more axioms that are not relevant to our use case
and thus not reprinted in this paper.
a&b = b&a
(a&b)&c = a&(b&c)
a&a = a
(a&b); c = a; c&b; c
(a; b); c = a; (b; c)
(4.2)
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Table 4.2: DSL operators
Operator Description
; strongly binding sequence
& non-binding sequence (commutative),
and ‘parallelism’, barrier network
| exclusive choice, succeeds if any
of the operands does so, heureka
network
We found that Haskell supports the creation of our DSL with:
• Type system.
• Syntax flexibility.
Type system. We used the Haskell Type system to create an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)–
illustrated in Listing 4.6 that limits and operations that are supported by our DSL. The abstract
syntax tree (AST) of the our DSL is built for the types string, integer, and some other
types (identifier, query, operation) that implement the domain abstractions that are
required to model the LINDA functionalities. Strong typing can be achieved by segmenting the
tuple space where every segment is created to store only a specific type [vdGSW97]. A further
option to preserve types is encapsulation, for example using JSON or ByteString.
1 {-# LANGUAGE DeriveDataTypeable #-}
{-# LANGUAGE DeriveGeneric #-}
3
5
module AST where
7
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import Data.Serialize (Serialize)
9 import GHC.Generics (Generic)
11 import Data.Typeable
13 -- import Data.Serialize
15 data AST
-- = Number Double
17 = Number Integer
| Identifier String
19 | String String
-- | Operation BinOp AST AST
21 | Query String
deriving (Show, Eq, Generic)
23
data Tuple = Tuple {cmd :: String,
25 cid :: AST,
argumentList :: [AST],
27 queryList :: [AST]} deriving (Show, Eq,
Generic)
29 data ACPop = Plus | Minus | Mul | Div
deriving (Show, Eq, Enum, Typeable)
31
type CWLANG = AST
33
instance Serialize AST
35 instance Serialize Tuple
Listing 4.6: Abstract Syntax Tree
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Although the host language Haskell is strongly typed, we do not use Haskell data types and
tuple matching is purely syntactic. As proposed by Wells [Wel05], data-type conversions are
handled by our DSL to create a truly heterogeneous system that is not limited to any (type of)
programming language. 18
Since the coordination of workloads in distributed environments, such as computing clouds,
requires network IO, our computations are not pure and the types used in our DSL need to be
in the IO Monad (such as the matrix multiplication in Listings 4.3 and 4.4) . In the IO monad,
side effects are allowed, and we needed to give up control over effects that is frequently seen
as one of the key advantages of Haskell over other programming languages.
Syntax flexibility Haskell allows DSLs to use nearly arbitrary syntax via Quasi Quotes
[Mai07] and via the Haskell parsing library Parsec [LM01]–we give our DSL the look & feel
/ syntax based on the language specification published by Gelertner [Gel85] (read also Sub-
section 4.7.2 for an overview of the required syntax). Listing 4.7 shows the parsers that we
developed for the implementation of LINDA primitives. Together with the AST and lexer that
reserves the new primitives (listing 4.8 shows the lexer without the required biolerplate code)
the parsers can be used as a compiler frontend to tokenize the new primitives (listing 4.9).
Rating: 1 The General Programming Language (GPL) supports the implementation of a
DSL / Coordination language independently from a third party platform or runtime (e.g.
, Clojure and Scala are built on top of JVM, F# on top of the .NET platform).
1
module Parser where
3
import Control.Monad (liftM)
5 import Control.Applicative hiding (many, (<|>))
import Text.Parsec
7 import Text.Parsec.String (Parser)
import Lexer
18Andres Loeh contributed an example of a typed LINDA where a list is used as medium of coordin-
ation. The example is reprinted in the appendix of this thesis.
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9 import AST
11 acomma = lexeme comma
13 aparens = lexeme (symbol ")")
15 baldString = lexeme . fmap String $
(:) <$> noneOf "? ,)"
17 <*> many (noneOf " ,)") -- problematic - see comment
below
<* acomma
19
number = lexeme . fmap Number $
21 read <$> many1 digit
<* acomma
23
niceTuple = Tuple <$> lexeme resvd_cmd <* lexeme (char ’(’)
25 <*> lexeme ident <* acomma
<*> many ( number <|> baldString )
27 <*> many queries
29 ident = liftM Identifier identifier <?> "WorkerName"
31 queries = lexeme . fmap Query $
(:) <$> oneOf "?"
33 -- <*> many letter
<*> many (noneOf " ,)")
35 <* ( aparens <|> acomma )
37 resvd_cmd = do { reserved "rd"; return ("rd") }
<|> do { reserved "eval"; return ("eval") }
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39 <|> do { reserved "read"; return ("read") }
<|> do { reserved "in"; return ("in") }
41 <|> do { reserved "out"; return ("out") }
<?> "LINDA-like Tuple"
Listing 4.7: Tuple Parser
module Lexer (
2 identifier, reserved, operator, reservedOp,
charLiteral, stringLiteral,
natural, integer, float, naturalOrFloat, decimal,
hexadecimal, octal,
4 symbol, lexeme, whiteSpace, parens, braces, angles
, brackets, semi,
comma, colon, dot, semiSep, semiSep1, commaSep,
commaSep1
6 )where
8 import Text.Parsec
import qualified Text.Parsec.Token as P
10 import Text.Parsec.Language (haskellStyle)
12 lexer = P.makeTokenParser ( haskellStyle
{P.reservedNames = ["rd", "in", "
out", "eval", "take"]}
14 )
Listing 4.8: Lexer without boilerplate
ubuntu@ip-10-244-148-6:~$ ghci Parser.hs
2 GHCi, version 7.4.1: http://www.haskell.org/ghc/ :? for help
Loading package ghc-prim ... linking ... done.
4 Loading package integer-gmp ... linking ... done.
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Loading package base ... linking ... done.
6 [1 of 3] Compiling AST ( AST.hs, interpreted )
[2 of 3] Compiling Lexer ( Lexer.hs, interpreted )
8 [3 of 3] Compiling Parser ( Parser.hs, interpreted )
Ok, modules loaded: Lexer, Parser, AST.
10 *Parser> parseTest niceTuple "rd (isFib, test2, 100, 200, ?
STRING)"
Loading package bytestring-0.9.2.1 ... linking ... done.
12 Loading package transformers-0.2.2.0 ... linking ... done.
Loading package mtl-2.0.1.0 ... linking ... done.
14 Loading package array-0.4.0.0 ... linking ... done.
Loading package deepseq-1.3.0.0 ... linking ... done.
16 Loading package text-0.11.2.3 ... linking ... done.
Loading package parsec-3.1.3 ... linking ... done.
18 Tuple {cmd = "rd", id = Identifier "isFib", argumentList = [
String "test2",Number 100,Number 200], queryList = [Query "
?STRING"]}
*Parser> parseTest niceTuple "rd (isFib, test2, 100, 200, ?
STRING, ?BOOL)"
20 Tuple {cmd = "rd", id = Identifier "isFib", argumentList = [
String "test2",Number 100,Number 200], queryList = [Query "
?STRING",Query "?BOOL"]}
Listing 4.9: Command line demonstration of the tokenizer
4.7.5 COO5: Degree of decoupling
For an evaluation of this requirement read Section 3.5.3 of this thesis.
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4.7.6 COO6: Relevance and applicability to the domain comput-
ing clouds
Computing clouds are workload agnostic. Programming language must either support a wide
variety of application domains–making them essentially general purpose programming lan-
guages or they can support specific domains but must not hamper the key features and paradigms
of computing clouds.
Kachele [KDH11] has published eleven requirements of typical business applications that
should be supported by cloud computing platforms but found that “none of the current plat-
forms support a majority of these requested features”. The requirements of Kachele’s study are
compatible to a large extent with our objective in this thesis. As the requirements are still of
significant importance these days, and the chosen cloud computing model is PaaS, we consider
it as an appropriate starting point for the assessment of Haskell together and the LINDA-based
coordination language that we obtained.
Table 4.3 lists and compares how Haskell and our LINDA-based coordination model match
Kachele’s eleven requirements for business applications in computing clouds.
Rating: 2 The programming language needs to be extended in order to be relevant for the
application domain computing clouds.19
19This finding is in line with the findings of Epstein [EBPJ11] and [Mar11] (p. 244ff.). While both
aim to extend Haskell capabilities that have been designed for parallel and concurrent computing on the
local system to make them fit for distributed environments such as computing clouds, we buy into Lee’s
argumentation that we examine at the start of this chapter.
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Table 4.3: Eleven requirements of business applications [KDH11]
Application Requirement
Explanation Haskell Haskell based DSL
Application-centric
approach
Developers only need to focus on
core application development and
functional aspects
Well-standardized GPL. Large
number of libraries available
Simple, high level communications
model.
Application-independent
approach
Applications executed on PaaS
must not be limited to web services
GPL appropriate for many use
cases.
Separation of concerns achieved in-
dependent of how computation is
performed. Associative memory
and generative communication are
inter-operable.
Elasticity Platform should be elastic and
ideally preserve application state
during scaling
No support for elasticity in distrib-
uted environments.
Application state is preserved in the
central tuple store, elasticity de-
pending on unit of scale. Tasks and
Workers run decoupled, in parallel
and at virtually any scale.
Virtual addressing Location is irrelevant, customers
must be able to reach their applic-
ation from everywhere
Virtual addressing not supported.
Developers need to maintain for ex-
ample ’call graphs’.
Associative addressing specifies
what data, message or worker is
requested rather than an address.
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Table 4.3: Eleven requirements of business applications [KDH11]
Application Requirement
Explanation Haskell Haskell based DSL
Cloud-independent
programming-model
Software should be able to run
on both cloud computing platforms
and local systems
Possibility to have a local tuple
store
Updating and bug fixing,
Native support for modu-
larity,
Adaptable design
On the fly updating to achieve high
SLAs, preserve application state
during updating
Uncoupling of agents in space and
time. No direct communication that
could be broken, state is preserved
by tuple store
Multi tenancy Isolation and confidentiality inher-
ent in the platform
Multiple security architectures
thinkable e.g. plugins for tenant
code execution in Safe Haskell
[TMPJM12], application execution
in light weight VMs, Rusello et al.
show that confidentiality of tuples,
data and state therein is possible
[RDD+08]
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Table 4.3: Eleven requirements of business applications [KDH11]
Application Requirement
Explanation Haskell Haskell based DSL
Dynamic placement Platform chooses where exactly to
deploy a worker, re-balancing in
case of changes in load
Consumption based cost
tracking
112 4.8 Intermediary result
4.8 Intermediary result
Table 4.4 summarizes the ratings of the Haskell programming language in the evaluation cri-
teria category Coordination.
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Table 4.4: Rating of Haskell functions as easy access composable lightweight units that can be coordinated to achieve scalable
distributed applications
Requirement Rating Details
COO1 Entities suitable
for coordination
2 Applications in the FPL
are comprised of entities
that miss one or more
characteristics or they are
not easily accessible.
Functions are entities
suitable for decoupling
and parallelizing software
on the local system only.
Plugin architectures can
abstract away the need for
a main function
Functions do not reduce
the size of the required in-
frastructure.
COO2 Mechanisms of co-
ordination
3 The FPL must be exten-
ded to implement the re-
quired mechanism.
Read ASM4 Read ASM4 Read ASM4
COO3 Medium of co-
ordination
0 Not scored
COO4 Semantics / rules
protocols
1 The FPL supports the
implementation of a co-
ordination language inde-
pendently from a third
party platform or runtime
Type safety, algebraic
data types, generaliza-
tions
Syntax flexibility with in-
dustry grade lexer and
parser.
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Table 4.4: Rating of Haskell functions as easy access composable lightweight units that can be coordinated to achieve scalable
distributed applications
Requirement Rating Details
COO5 Degree of Decoup-
ling
2 Node-level shared noth-
ing architectures can be
implemented using third
party libraries but they are
not cost effective and not
sufficient.
Read ASM3 Read ASM3 Read ASM3
COO6 Application do-
main
2 The FPL needs to be
extended in order to be
relevant for the applic-
ation domain computing
clouds.
The features designed to support parallel and concurrent computing on the
local system need to be extended to work across physical boundaries or new
means, for example a coordination language that by default supports uncoup-
ling in space and time needs to be implemented.
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4.9 Summary
In this chapter we answer the questions:
1. What if cloud computing did not mean to wrap VMs and operating systems that need to
be administered and protected around atomic units of scale, such as processes or thread?
2. What if cloud computing would have small units of scale that support distribution re-
gardless of boundaries and scale of physical hardware?
3. What if cloud computing was not server centric?
We have investigated functions as small units of scale for computing clouds and have demon-
strated domain abstractions to achieve a functional tuple space implementation based on an
in-memory key-value store. We follow Lee’s argumentation [Lee07] that “We should not re-
place established languages. We should instead build on them.” and agree that under these
circumstances coordination languages have special merit. Consequently, we have introduced
the EDSL Cwmwl script that virtualizes (application) memory, data storage, and IPC, and de-
taches them from physical servers and operating systems. We have increased the expressive
power of coordination languages by the use of ACP and demonstrated that undesirable tuple
space access patterns, resulting for example from sequential algorithms, can be abstracted away
from the resulting coordination language.
In our current implementation, Cwmwl uses a centralized tuple space that on the one hand
creates the problem of a single point of failure, but on the other hand makes the Cwmwl tuple
space more capable in terms of migration than a distributed implementation. The elasticity of
the Cwmwl tuple space itself is left up to the capabilities of the Redis key-value store. Unlike,
for example RIAK, [ria] or the Amazon Dynamo key-value store [DHJ+07b], the distributable
version of Redis (named “Redis cluster”) is currently under development, and distribution over
multiple instances (e.g. via sharding) is left up to the developer. In an industrial-grade PaaS
fabric, the question what use cases the benefits of a portable tuple store outweigh the benefits
of a distributed tuple store will need to be investigated.
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Chapter 5
Integration with Data
Computing clouds focus on the five key concepts as defined by NIST [MG11]:
self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and meas-
ured service, thereby paying no attention to the importance of data. Instead,
about the same time when computing clouds became popular, data took on a
life of its own, giving rise to the map reduce computing framework and data
locality, NoSQL data stores and the notion of ‘Big Data’, resulting in two
disparate paradigms: Computing Clouds and Big Data. For example, large
Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) sell map reduce workflows as an application
service that is separate from their IaaS or PaaS offerings.
The lack of harmonization of data and computation is holding back comput-
ing clouds from evolving further into utility clouds. Data gravity is perceived
as gravity pull associated with data volume. Data of large volume develop
large gravity that pulls computation to it, which, somehow, contrasts with the
computation-centred principle of current computing clouds, where computa-
tional resources is centralized and fixed.
In the previous chapter, we implemented a PaaS architecture that combines the
LINDA coordination language, an in-memory key-value store, with functional
programming to preserve state and facilitate execution and coordination of
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functions. In this chapter we discuss whether our architecture, findings and
paradigms from the previous two chapters can help to bridge the gap between
computing clouds and big data.
5.1 Data
Data is an emerging asset class with the term "Big Data" being the first widely adopted medi-
aspeak to describe this phenomenon. Laney [Lan01] described data as having the three dimen-
sions Volume, Velocity and Variety, which gives an adequate description of the attributes and
challenges found in ‘Big Data’.
5.1.1 Volume
Data is perceived as big because of its impressive volume. The Map Reduce framework,
with one of its core components being the Hadoop File System (HDFS), was the first step to
make parallelized analytics on cheap multicore commodity hardware feasible for programmers.
HDFS does not require data to be casted into any fixed schema before it is written to disk, and
thus outperforms traditional RDBM in storing data [PPR+09]. The actual Map Reduce query
framework used on top of HDFS vastly outnumbers traditional RDBM in the number of CPU
cores that can be utilized to run distributed queries over the data at hand [Rea09, OM09].
5.1.2 Variety
The variety of data reflects the range of data types and sources. For example, Hadoop Frame-
work is designed to ingest and work schemaless with any type and format of data. Data that
is free from constraints is often referred to as ‘unstructured data’. It is not unusual that, at the
time of ingestion, the structure of the data has not yet been specified or discovered.
The Redis key/value store goes even further and dissolves the notion of data types by providing
binary safe key/value pairs that can store any data type. Data Mashups that combine data
of different provenance and formats to extract new wisdom are a further expression of the
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importance of data variety. The internet of things, that is basically an internet of sensors, will
certainly provide a plethora of interesting mashups of varying data.
5.1.3 Velocity
High velocity data as it occurs in social networking feeds and media data, such as video and
audio, are the first qualities of high velocity data that come to mind. However, streaming data
with various velocity is omnipresent. According to Intel [Int13], in the year 2013 the internet
consisted of 640TB of data in motion per minute. Finally, the only way to analyse "offline"
static data, for example on the HDFS file system or stored in an RDBM, is by transforming it
into a stream and bringing it into the main memory of the computing node bit by bit. However,
while traditional programming models and programming languages show no flexibility in alter-
ing the query or computation once a loop that loads data bit by bit into main memory has been
started, stream processing frameworks are expected to be flexible and allow ad-hoc changes of
the computation.
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5.1.4 Data Gravity —the fourth dimension of data
In 2011, McCrory described in a meanwhile famous Blog Post [mcc] the qualitative character-
istics of data that he called "Data Gravity". Since then these principles have resonated in the
commercial communities dealing with 3V data. "Data Gravity" is a metaphor describing the
economics of data. Data is better to stay where it is and not to be shipped around, no matter
how big or small the amount of data may be. A finding that is supported by Jim Gray [Pat03],
who stated that compared to the cost of moving data, everything else would be negligible. Con-
sequently, McCrory stated that data must have something that is comparable to a gravitational
pull that pulls services and applications to it rather than the other way around: Data Gravity.
This blends with the Map Reduce programming model where computations, for example, batch
jobs written in Java or Python, are brought close to the data rather than the other way around
1. Under the assumption that Data Gravity exists, it seems reasonable to question whether
computing clouds, where computation resources, expected to be mobile under the sense of data
gravity, are centralized and rationalized (illustrated in Figure 5.2), are the landmark innovation
that is required to put utility computing into practice.
There following approaches bring computation to data and mitigate data gravity:
• Agent platforms, such as Java RMI2 or CORBA.
• Code mobility as implemented in ML5 [VCH07].
• Fog Computing.
Agent platforms
The authors of this thesis define agent platforms as frameworks that allow developers to launch
code/agents into a network of nodes. State and data is communicated between agents using
1Exemptions exist where no resource close to the required data can be scheduled. In these cases
YARN transfers data over the network to the computational resource.
2For a preliminary discussion how Java RMI relates to distributed processing in computing clouds
read section 4.7.1 of this thesis.
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messages, otherwise this approach is stateless. Over the past years, a number of promising
imperative agent platforms have evolved and been abandoned again, for example, Aglets, Con-
cordia and Objectspace Voyager [PK98]. The platforms differ in, for example inter-agent com-
munication or whether there is a central agent and service directory or not.
It must be noted that agent platforms and their general architectures are similar to function
service platforms and thus to the architecture that we have been using to investigate coordina-
tion (Figure 4.4). A key difference that we observe is whether the administrative tool set that
must be used to launch the agents is decoupled from the agents and possibly their programming
language or not. While modern function service platforms strictly decouple the administrative
tool set from the functions/agents that are being launched, traditional agent platforms such as
Aglets and our cwmwl framework do not decouple agents and tool set making the framework
admittedly complex.
Code mobility
The authors of this thesis define code mobility as migrating a running program (including all
data and state) from one system to another. Examples are the FPLs ML5, LuaTS (based on a
Tuple Space) as well as the imperative sPickle Python library. According to the observation of
the authors of this thesis, there is not a single approach that has been consistently maintained
and used in operational business applications—also not in imperative programming languages.
Fog Computing
Data Gravity is further amplified by the increase of the number of powerful heterogeneous
mobile devices and the internet of things (IoT). IoT specialists have recognized that on the long
term it may not be feasible to transport all (sensor)data from the edge to the cloud (read also
Section 5.4 and Illustration 5.4) for the implementation of advanced analytics and feedback
loops. IoT specialists are currently researching architectures where data is kept at the edge
and analysed close to its origin. Figure NN illustrates a general IoT architecture with the
three elements IoT Edge, IoT Gateways and IoT Platform (that is frequently based in a public
cloud). IoT architectures that consider data gravity and bring computation close to the edge
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of information technology consumption.
are called "Fog Computing" [BMNZ14]. As with data gravity, fog computing is currently
still in its infancy. During a literature review, we could identify [HLR+13] and [LGL+15]
researching appropriate programming models as part of their research. However, the described
programming models are not yet detailed enough and not supported by experimentation.
5.2 Functional Programming in Map Reduce
The Map Reduce programming model as proposed by Google [DG08b] is currently the pre-
vailing model to analyse voluminous data sets that are offline on disks. Map Reduce is a batch
oriented computational model that works in approximate parallelized polynomial time com-
plexity: O(Nm/k) 3. Although Map Reduce excels in ad-hoc queries over unstructured offline
data, it is not a good fit for recursive computations that are prevailing in Machine Learning
[ZCF+10].
3Where N is the number of data records, m an exponent specific for the algorithm and k the number
of CPU cores or computation nodes.
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The most popular implementation of Map Reduce is Hadoop [apab]. Yet Another Resource
Negotiator (YARN) [VMD+13], frequently referred to as "Hadoop 2", is the most recent ver-
sion of Hadoop that implements some trade-offs and changes to better support, for example,
recursion and programming models that are neither based on the Map Reduce programming
model nor interpreted into on the Map Reduce programming model, such as the initial SQL-
like data platforms for Hadoop. With YARN Hadoop started to evolve from the Map Reduce
programming model into a High Performance Computing (HPC) Platform and shares some of
the advantages and constraints of HPC.
Map Reduce and Functional Programming are closely related because:
• Map Reduce and FPL paradigms are closely related.
• Next generation compute over HDFS is an implementation of the actor model.
• FPLs are declarative.
Map Reduce and FPL are closely related. The Hadoop Map Reduce model has some
similarity to the Map Reduce model that is the mandatory basis of recursion schemes for list
processing in Haskell. Lämmel [Läm08] provides an in-depth discussion of how deeply the
Hadoop Map Reduce model is related to the Haskell Map Reduce programming model and
gives many examples written in Haskell notation. Lämmel concludes that “MapReduce and
Sawzall must be regarded as an impressive testament to the power of functional programming–
to list processing in particular. Google has fully unleashed the power of list homomorphisms
and friends for massive, simple and robust parallel programming. The original formulations
of the models for MapReduce and Sawzall slightly confuse and hide some of the underlying
concepts”.
Example: Close relation of the Hadoop Map Reduce paradigm and the Haskell functions
map and fold
In the Hadoop Map Reduce paradigm Map operates on a list of values in order to produce
a new list of values, by applying the same computation to each value. Reduce operates on
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a list of values to collapse or combine those values into a single value by applying the same
computation to each value.
In Haskell, we can use the functions map and fold. Similar to the Hadoop Map Reduce
paradigm, the Haskell map function operates on a list of values in order to produce a new list
of values: map (+4) [1,6,4,10] or map (\x -> x + 4) [1,6,4,10] where the
result will be:
ghci> map (\x -> x + 4) [1,6,4,10]
[5, 10, 8, 14]
Similar to the Hadoop Map Reduce paradigm, the Haskell fold function operates on a list of
values to collapse or combine those values into a single value by applying the same computa-
tion to each value: sum’ :: (Num a) => [a] -> a
sum’ xs = foldl (\acc x -> acc + x) 0 xs using the function sum’ gives the
following results:
ghci> sum’ [1,6,4,10]
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Next generation compute over HDFS is implementing the actor model. Apache
Spark [ZCF+10] is an in-memory engine for data processing based on an implementation of
the actor model for parallelization. Apache Spark can be added to Hadoop and other distributed
data stores such as HBase or Cassandra.
The actor model for parallelization can work locally and across physical nodes in distributed
environments. The actor model is an inherent part of Erlang. Currently, no mature Haskell
library implements the actor model. Haskell certainly has equivalents for parallelization, such
as forkIO to create lightweight processes, the par monad, MVar or STM, but these imple-
mentations focus on parallelization on the local system and not over large distributed compute
farms. For more information how the actor model relates to FPLs we refer to section ASM3:
Support for node-level ’shared nothing’ architectures earlier in this thesis.
FPLs are declarative FPLs are declarative programming languages. The Structured Query
Language (SQL) is also a declarative programming language. Declarative languages specify
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what result should be produced, but not (like imperative programming languages) how to put
this into practice, in theory giving the compiler the freedom to re-arrange and optimize the code
and arrive at a better result than a software developer would.
But why is a declarative language important for the support of data analytics at scale? De-
clarative languages, such as SQL, are strongly linked to modern relational databases and data
manipulation use cases. SQL allows the database to do algebraic optimizations, such as pick-
ing the sequence of joints (in complex queries) that needs the least execution time. In practice
we must consider that the compiler is also written by a human only; compilers cannot look at
code, understand its meaning and do the best optimization. This may change in the future when
compilers are based on Artificial Intelligence. We must admit however that compiler based op-
timization for SQL and FPLs work very well for the majority of use cases that the implementer
did foresee; not for edge cases, of course.
However, HDFS and Hadoop are written in the Java programming language and not in a FPL.
While FPLs contribute a number of valuable paradigms developers that really need to get some-
thing done seem to be better off by implementing the required paradigms in a a mainstream
imperative programming language, such as Java. The authors of this thesis are aware that any
conclusion would be not constructive. The rating below is based on the above observations,
rather than on speculation about what the reasons for this may be.
5.3 Functional Programming in Stream processing and
Data flow programming
There seems to be a substantial gap between audiences as to how they understand data flow
programming. While traditional research focuses on data flow programming as abstraction to
model (parallel) programs as data flow graphs, there has recently been more attention to the use
of the data flow programming paradigm in stream processing. While the one does not exclude
the other, cloud computing and 3V data have considerably changed the perception of data and
streams.
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Stream processing models that operate on real-time data with approximate linearithmic time
complexity O(N log N) are increasingly gaining importance for the following reasons:
• They operate on real-time and temporal data as it occurs, for example, in online advert-
ising, elimination of online advertising fraud, sensors or social media streams 4.
• Their time complexity formula O (N log N) is not influenced by number of computing
nodes while the Map Reduce framework draws its strength from its scalability over
1000s of nodes and cores.
• Their use can significantly reduce the required hardware base and energy.
• They support recursive algorithms and machine learning.
• They are not invasive and developers are not forced to change their algorithms into map
and reduce phases. These phases come with an overhead due to the unnecessary addition
of tasks (such as shuffle and sort) both in computing and in programming. [TSLZ12].
Johnston [JHM04] described the history of data flow programming languages from the 1970s to
approximately the year 2000, and discussed in depth the inherent parallelism of data flow lan-
guages as well as their close relation to FPLs. Stonebraker [SÇZ05] states eight requirements
that "a system should meet to excel at a variety of real-time stream processing applications",
that are listed in Table 5.1. In spite the fact that Stonebraker had not foreseen the NoSQL move-
ment and stipulated that SQL would be the only viable query language, nearly a decade later,
most of his requirements are still applicable to processing high velocity data. Stonebraker’s
requirements are listed in Table 5.1, along with the features supported by FPLs and Tuple
Space, to indicate that a system combining FPLs with Tuple Space, as reflected in the section
"Blueprint for the next-gen computing cloud" of this paper, would meet most of Stonebraker’s
requirements.
The attention to data parallel programming has somewhat increased since 2007, when Mi-
crosoft research developed Dryad [IBY+07], a general purpose framework for data parallel
4According to IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PWC) the total revenue of online advertising for the first half year 2013 was $ 20.1 billion with a year
over year growth higher than 15% [IAB13].
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Table 5.1: Eight requirements that a system should meet to excel at a variety of real-time stream processing applications
[SÇZ05] and how they are met by the cwmwl framework..
Requirement FPL Tuple-space
Keep the data moving In memory tuple space.
SQL on streams FPL are declarative, some aspects
similar to SQL
Handle Stream imper-
fections
Decoupling in space and time.
Predictable outcome Immutability of data. Lazy evalu-
ation. Evaluation eventually ends.
High-availability
Stored and Streamed
Data
Supports Lambda Architecture to
combine for example Map Reduce
data and streaming data.
Distribution and
Scalability
Instantaneous response,
Work pushing rather
than work stealing
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programming. The framework exposes an API to describe acyclic DFGs that are eventually
parallelized and ran by the execution engine. Many authors have subsequently implemented
the Dryad API structure and execution model.
Tran [TSLZ12] proposed AROM, a framework for processing Big Data with DFGs and FPLs.
AROM aiming to provide a Dryad-like API that allows jobs to be expressed as DFGs, was
implemented in Scala5 and built on top of the Akka toolkit6. Tran argued that FPLs provided
an ideal basis to implement the required generic and reusable operators because they support
higher order functions. Tran recognized the importance of highly scalable message passing
services for the performance of distributed data driven systems.
The dependency between data flow systems and the underlying protocol that is used to propag-
ate either data or control information in the system has been recognized and partially invest-
igated. For example, Li [LTS+08] described a high performance architecture that supports
out of order processing of streams; Murray [MMI+13] also addressed the issue in more depth
and concluded that a specialized protocol would provide better performance. The findings of
Tran, Li and Murray are in line with our previous research into inter-process communication
for computing clouds [FW12b].
Furthermore, real time processing of high velocity data is of commercial interest where it sup-
ports, for example, Impact of workload size on throughput , online advertising and fraud detec-
tion. Yahoo S4 [NRNK10], the Storm project7 [Cha13], Amazon Web Services Kinesis8 and
IBM Infosphere Streams9 are examples for successful stream processing frameworks that are
either commercial products or open source software developed by a commercial company.
Map Reduce and Big Data Stream analytics share many commonalities such as the shared noth-
ing architecture. Marz [Mar13] proposed what he calls a "Lambda Architecture" to integrate
both batch processing (Map Reduce) over high volume data and real-time processing of high
5Scala - http://www.scala-lang.org
6Akka - Toolkit and runtime for building highly concurrent, distributed, and fault tolerant event-
driven applications. - http://akka.io
7The Storm Project - http://storm-project.net
8AWS Kinesis - http://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/
9IBM Infosphere Streams - http://www.ibm.com/developerworks
/bigdata/streams/
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velocity data by presenting a data mashup that is the combined result from both its speed layer
(real-time processing) and its batch layer (Map Reduce).
5.4 Functions in service platforms for IoT sensor data
Function service platforms, such as AWS Lambda [Inca], Google Cloud Functions [Inc16],
Iron Worker [Iro16] or IBM Bluemix OpenWhisk are key architectural elements of cloud
based Internet of Thing (IoT) platforms10. Function service platforms are also referred to
as Event-driven application platform (EDAP), zero infrastructure platform services or event-
driving compute service. AWS Lambda defines functions as stateless programs that have no
affinity to the underlying platform. Functions maybe written in Java, Node.js or Python, the
code size may not exceed 250MB and the execution time is limited to 300 seconds. Functions
are triggered by events when, for example, when a new message is written to an AWS S311
bucket.
Figure 5.4 illustrates an architecture where a message that is written to an S3 bucket triggers an
AWS Lambda functions that fans out to multiple functions, a message queue and a traditional
system that is using a REST API. The message response is then written to a shared storage, for
example, an RDBM or a Hadoop cluster. Applications, such as analytics platforms or portals,
can then access the result sets and visualize them or, in case of the IoT, trigger a response in
the real world, to name a few examples.
The fact that end customers cannot (yet) use functional programming languages to write func-
tions for AWS Lambda and the like seems irritating at first. However, the market penetration
of Erlang and Haskell is admittedly low and commercial players must offer products and fea-
tures suitable for mainstream at first. However, the programming model that is required to
use function service platforms is very close to what functions in for example Haskell deliver.
The authors of this thesis believe that functional programming languages such as Erlang and
Haskell are ideal for these use cases and thus have direct and indirect merit for the IoT that is
now just at the start.
10An IoT platform can be build or rented, in all cases the maintainer will need functional services.
11Object storage offered by the AWS cloud computing platform
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Figure 5.4: Architecture using AWS Lambda functions for data ingestion. Source:
AWS.
It should also be noted that the example architecture of an application that is using AWS
Lambda functions (Figure 5.4) is similar to the architecture that we have been using to invest-
igate coordination (Figure 4.4). Our design is using a central tuple store to fan out functions
and to store the results. In addition, the tuple store can track state without requiring the fan-out
into a bolt on message queue.
5.5 Functions, Messaging and Coordination: Recon-
sidering the problem with data
Fixing data requires a large vision with a sequence of small steps that lead to it. In this section
we reconsider our statements about data and apply them to the CMQ/Cwmwl architecture.
Based on our research we have identified eight dogmas for the next-generation (”next-gen”)
cloud computing platform that, according to Figure 5.3, may very well be similar to a future
UC platform. In the following subsections we introduce qualitative evidence illustrating the
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integration of our architecture with data.
In order to make a significant contribution to fix data our architecture will need to
• Support for (analytics of) Data with challenging Volume.
• Support for a Variety of Data.
• Support for Data with challenging Velocity.
• Overcoming Data Gravity.
5.5.1 CMQ/Cwmwl support for Data with challenging Volume
Evidence that an architecture can support data with challenging volume is when the platform is
• Scalable. The CMQ/Cwmwl architecture is scalable because it is a distributed shared
nothing architecture that is decoupled in time and space. It is inherently asynchronous.
• Resilient. The CMQ/Cwmwl architecture is resilient because the UDP based CMQ
paradigm provides error resiliency on communication level. Functions are stateless and
lean units of scale that can be wrapped in containers and invoked within milliseconds.
• Fast. Optimistic UDP based messaging that is faster than traditional TCP based mes-
saging.
• Cost Effective. Cost effectiveness has not been assessed.
The remaining challenge is that the Redis based tuple store used in our test bed is centralized
and not distributed. In the following criteria we will show that it is better to implement a
number of smaller tuple stores at the edge rather than having a distributed resilient tuple store
at the core of the architecture.
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5.5.2 CMQ/Cwmwl support for unstructured Data
Evidence that an architecture can support unstructured data is when unstructured data —that is
data where the format is not yet known at the time of ingestion, can be ingested without tradi-
tional transformation as applied during traditional Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) processes.
This issue has not been investigated during our research.
5.5.3 CMQ/Cwmwl support for Data with challenging Velocity
Evidence that an architecture can support data with challenging velocity is the availability of
techniques that can implement analytics or filters on data from streams, such as social network-
ing streams. By default tuple spaces, as used in the Cwmwl architecture, use associative lookup
that is also used in data flow programming. Our investigation showed the FPLs and Data Flow
Programming are closely related. We refer to Section 5.3 earlier in this chapter in that regard.
5.5.4 CMQ/Cwmwl and Data Gravity
Evidence that an architecture minimizes data gravity is:
• Minimization of data transfers (volume, frequency). The CMQ/Cwmwl architecture
consists of a message queue that queues smaller messages until they have reached certain
volume or age.
• Implementation of edge computing/fog computing. Functions are stateless units of scale
that can also be invoked at the edge, given that the edge implements sufficient means of
computation and coordination.
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1. Associative lookup should be preferred.
As used, for example, in Dataflow programming, Content Addressable Memory (CAM)
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tables of network switches 12 and Tuple Spaces.
2. The fabric must be a dynamic, scalable distributed system.
Achieve an inherently asynchronous framework for the required computations using a
shared-nothing paradigm.
Support elasticity and large scale operations, by providing, for instance, suitable pro-
gramming language abstractions, error resiliency, modularity and flexibility.
3. Next-gen platforms must handle stored data and streamed data.
4. A global name space to virtualize data objects and apps must be provided by the next-gen
platform.
5. Transmission protocols are the main.
Data transfer and message passing should be optimistic and based on the UDP protocol
13 preserving the asynchronous character of all components and communications.
6. Declarative programming, such as in SQL and FPLs should be preferred.
7. The emulation of traditional tier-based computing needs to be removed from computing
clouds and replaced with a unified fabric.
8. Next-gen cloud computing platforms need to deliver abstract services, not limited to web
services.
In order to match abstract services and data, an interface description language (IDL),
similar to Thrift IDL [SAK07] or Avro IDL [apaa] may be needed.
5.6.1 Blueprint for the next-gen computing cloud
The authors of this thesis argue that a distributed in-memory Tuple Space should serve as
backbone for a distributed scalable fabric that acts as an abstraction layer and virtualizes both
12Notably, high speed data centers already moved from being routed environments to layer 2 data
center network fabrics that are based on CAM. This has also advantages in fault tolerance, the support
for data center virtualization and migration of workloads.
13The use of UDP is explained and supported with facts and measurements in our previous research
[FW12b]
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data and computation. Applications and services are encapsulated in lightweight containers,
such as Docker [web15], and define data flows as flows that connect and flow through the
encapsulated services (hereafter ‘app’). To manage the flow of computations and events, we
use the principle of data gravity and distinguish between streamed data and stored data:
• Streamed data, like events, that need to find an encapsulated app to be processed. In
this case the encapsulated app, that is data as well, has the higher gravitational pull and
attracts event data.
• Stored data, like larger (file) objects, that have high gravitational pull and bring services
temporary close to them for the time needed to be processed.
Figure 5.5 is a blueprint diagram for a data oriented next-gen utility that implements the eight
dogmas. The eight dogmas are matched by seven architectural steps:
1. Distributed Shared Memory is used to implement associative lookup. Data and compu-
tations are matched and routed based on what they are rather than what the assigned IP
address is.
2. An in-memory Tuple Space is used to provision a means of coordination of data and
computation. Policies, such as Constraint Handling Rules (CHRs) [Frü95], are a funda-
mental aspect to determine what level of storage is required, such as the time (length)
data should remain in the low gravity segment or what type of app can access particular
data in the fabric (security)[Lin14].
3. A site global name space makes data storage transparent to the (application) developer.
4. The Tuple Space is deployed on servers and networking devices.
5. Declarative programming based on, for example, functional programming is preferred.
6. Apps are considered to be data as well and flow according to the principles of gravity.
The Tuple Space makes tier-based architectures obsolete [web] [FW14a].
7. IDLs should be integrated with inter-process communication based on the User Data-
gram Protocol (UDP).
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Figure 5.5: Blueprint diagram for a data driven next-gen utility
5.6.2 Challenges and Opportunities
Van Lingen [Lin14] states that it is unlikely that there will be one next-gen data fabric. Instead
there will probably be multiple fabrics managed by multiple companies and entities similar
to modern IP networks. Next-gen data fabrics should therefore be connected to each other
through gateways creating a fabrics-to-fabrics connection where needed. The fabric needs to be
capable to support multiple protocols, transportation layers, and mappings to data and services;
questions arise concerning the data security and privacy.
Tuple Spaces have been around for a long time with relatively moderate adoption rates. On the
one hand modern in memory key-value stores such as Redis are in a way very similar to tuple
spaces. On the other hand, tuple spaces have much more to offer than a simple key-value store.
For example, values can be part of distributed hash tables, information for routing algorithms,
references to stored data, apps and workflow scripts layers can be built on top of Tuple Spaces
to provision the next-gen cloud computing platform.
Similar, Dataflow Programming and Functional Programming have also been around for a long
time, but we now observe a significant uptake. Many mainstream programming languages
are now extended with functional elements and it needs to be assessed separately whether this
meets the spirit and requirements of functional programming that traditionally adheres strictly
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to its paradigms, like the immutability of data.
Eventually the innovation in architecture needs to be matched and supported by the silicon on
the same level as the innovation in hypervisors. Asa result core functionalities, such as curating
low gravity and high gravity data and provisioning of a unified namespace, can become part of
the infrastructure rather than of the software.
The integration of data remains difficult and with the advent of Big Data we are just at the
doorstep in understanding the role, dimensions and implications of data. If we expect current
computing clouds to move forward and assume a new role as real utilities we must harmonize
computation and data. Clearly this affects a number of research communities that are involved
in distributed computing, data, networking and, not to forget, security and privacy. Clearly, the
importance of data will further increase and poses tremendously interesting research questions
and opportunities.
5.7 Summary
Due to our interest in data, we have included this Chapter in our evaluation that is based on
literature research and the authors’ experience with data. We argue that a distributed in memory
Tuple Space (as proposed in Chapter 4) is effective in serving as backbone for a distributed
scalable fabric that acts as an abstraction layer and virtualizes both data and computation. We
introduce the principle of data gravity that reflects the nature of data to attract computation,
not the other way around. The exploration of data uncovered some interesting use cases for
functions, such as IoT service platforms that do not require internode message passing and
coordination. Although out of scope of this thesis, the authors find that the FPL Haskell may
be a much better fit for these use cases than for computing clouds.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This research was set out to explore FPLs and computing clouds. When we started, in the
year 2011, the general academic literature was sparse and we could only identify three aca-
demic authors (Armbrust [AFG+10], Birman [BCvR09] and Foster [FZRL08]) that had recog-
nized cloud computing as new paradigm that is difficult to understand for academic researchers.
Birman writes, “hot research topics seem to be of limited near-term importance to the cloud
builders, while some of their practical challenges seem to pose new questions to . . . research-
ers.” The authors on this subject achieved an academic consensus as to what cloud computing
is and what new questions and paradigms need to be added in future academic research. This
thesis is based on the authors’ commercial experience with computing clouds, experimental
work, and literature research. The thesis sought to answer two questions:
1. What are the new paradigms and questions of cloud computing builders?
2. Do FPLs fit with the new paradigms, and do they offer special merit in alleviating the
new questions and challenges?
We conclude that our experimental work and demonstrator code was geared towards com-
pensating that Haskell has been designed with the local system in mind (for more information
we refer to Sections 4.7.1 to 4.7.6 of this thesis). Although Haskell implements all the right
paradigms and approaches, it is tied to the local system. Haskell is excellent for use cases that
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do not require the distribution of the application across the boundaries of (physical or virtual)
systems but not appropriate as a whole for the development of distributed cloud based work-
loads that require communication with the far side and coordination of decoupled workloads.
We argue that interaction of functions or any other lightweight unit of scale in computing clouds
need to be dealt with in ways that are intrinsically different from objects that interact in a single
system. However, Haskell may be able to qualify as a suitable vehicle in the future with future
developments of formal mechanisms that embrace non-determinism in the underlying distrib-
uted environments leading to applications that are anti-fragile [Tal12] rather than applications
that insist on strict determinism that can only be guaranteed on the local system or via slow
blocking communication mechanisms.
6.1 Critical Assessment
The main findings are chapter specific and were summarized within the respective evaluation
chapters: Chapter 3 ‘Asynchronous operations and messaging’ and Chapter 4 ‘Coordination.
To help with assessing Haskell a set of evaluation criteria based on the new paradigms and chal-
lenges of computing clouds was proposed and scrutinized using real-world implementations
and artefacts. The evaluation criteria and implementation details highlighted that our contri-
butions are in the connection of the new paradigms, questions, and challenges with existing
academic research. Within the discourse we frequently find the need to challenge established
paradigms.
Chapter 3 finds that in computing clouds, Haskell needs to support node level shared nothing
architectures and provide inter-node message passing. We present the lightweight, UDP based
message queue CMQ. The concept to use UDP instead of TCP is motivated by our under-
standing that, in Cloud Computing, omnipresent off-the-shelf technologies (both in hard and
software) are encouraged, and if preventing errors from occurring becomes too costly, deal-
ing with the errors may be a better solution. Although CMQ is a message queue oriented
communication approach, CMQ is different from the conventional MOM approach because it
challenges a number of assumptions under which conventional MOM is built. For instance,
in conventional MOM, messages are ‘always’ delivered, routed, queued and frequently follow
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the publish/subscriber paradigm. It is often accepted that this requires an additional layer of
infrastructure and software where logic is split from the application and configured in the ad-
ditional layer. On the contrary, CMQ does just enough. It does not offer any guarantees, such
as reliable transmission, thus is very light weight with low overhead and fast speed. Although
it does not offer guarantees, it appears to be stable in the presence of errors.
At the given time, the implementation status of CMQ remains basic and it is left up to the
end user or developer to detect message loss and replace (rather than resend) lost messages
with newer messages if required. Further research into byzantine fault tolerance is required to
illustrate the feasibility of the new paradigm even when multiple errors occur at the same time.
In Chapter 4 we answered the questions:
1. What if cloud computing did not mean to wrap VMs and operating systems that need to
be administered and protected around atomic units of scale, such as processes or thread?
2. What if cloud computing would have small units of scale that support distribution re-
gardless of boundaries and scale of physical hardware?
3. What if cloud computing was not server centric?
We follow Lee’s argumentation [Lee07] that “We should not replace established languages.
We should instead build on them.” and agree that under these circumstances coordination lan-
guages have special merit. We find that while Haskell functions provide easy access units of
scale, it must be extended with a means for coordination. We present the PaaS framework
CWMWL, which is intended to rethink PaaS design and to merge brute replication and re-
clustering (which is the current methodology to implement PaaS) with distributed computing
to improve efficiency and cost. Our foremost design goal is simplicity by achieving a novel
unified platform rather than virtualizing and replicating the implementation of a load balanced
web application that has existed since the end of the 1990s. Multiple times, we challenge
the academic concept of deterministic computing arguing that nondeterministic means must be
introduced where needed to fit the nature and requirements of computing clouds–without dis-
rupting the essential determinism of programming languages. In both, Chapter 3 and Chapter
4 we frequently felt as if we turned back the clock 30 years but in a good way.
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After literature research, we decided early on in our research to look for solutions on pro-
gramming language level and engaged into development and experimentation. Especially in
this chapter there is the question whether coordination needs to be part of the programming
language or can better be delivered via an external coordination service. Rather than going
ahead and implementing primitives for coordination, we could have taken an approach similar
to Chapter 3 where we evaluate external coordination services first.
Overall, the question what needs to be part of a programming language or DSL vs. what can
be consumed as external service, could have been investigated in more depth.
Due to our interest in data, we included literature research and the authors’ experience with data
in Chapter 5. This chapter is not backed by experimentation because the importance of data
became only evident towards the end of this project. We argue that a distributed in memory
Tuple Space (as proposed in Chapter 4) is effective in serving as backbone for a distributed
scalable fabric that acts as an abstraction layer and virtualizes both data and computation. We
introduce the principle of data gravity that reflects the nature of data to attract computation,
not the other way around. The exploration of data uncovered some interesting use cases for
functions: serverless computing and the IoT that frequently do not require internode message
passing and coordination. Although out of scope of this thesis, the authors find that the FPL
Haskell may be a much better fit for these use cases than for computing clouds.
The findings in this chapter are qualitative and, given that data gravity, edge computing and fog
computing are still in their infancy we could not contribute quantitative measures suitable to
assess the suitability of a programming language.
6.2 Future directions
This thesis has made a substantial step in describing the paradigms and questions of cloud
computing builders that are driven by practical challenges. With the advent of stateless micro
service architectures based on Docker and the IoT many paradigms have gained importance for
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application deployments on premise1. We have validated the assumption that the FPL Haskell
has special merit for computing clouds and find that while this is true in theory, in practice it
does not hold because Haskell’s powerful (parallelization) features have been designed for a
single system. Our work opens up a variety of interesting possibilities for future work. In par-
ticular there are three directions: (i) exploiting light and robust communication protocols for
distributed environments, (ii) study of the integration of functions with third party communic-
ation services, such as etcd [Incc], and (iii) investigate the potential role of FPLs in serverless
compute and the IoT where currently functions are used that are not based on FPLs.
Clear applications lie in the development of anti-fragile applications with stateless micro ser-
vice architectures, serverless compute and in the IoT. The findings of Chapter 3 inform new pro-
tocol design in distributed environments where anti-fragile applications will need anti-fragile
communication protocols. Otherwise, the fallacies of distributed computing (see Section 1.7)
cannot be mitigated.
While the approaches to coordination presented in this thesis are able to coordinate functions
in distributed environments, a comprehensive coordination mechanism would require much
more than we have implemented and make the final product a huge platform. The authors
of this thesis believe that trying to hide complexity in one-size-fits-all platform such as Java
Application Servers will not be the right way to go. At this point in time the authors of this
thesis believe that the integration of functions with modern third party coordination services
such as Google Kubernetes or Apache Mesos, that were not available prior to this thesis, must
be investigated before standing up yet another coordination framework. On the other hand, we
can also envisage a composable serverless runtime operating system for functions.
The concept of ‘Data Gravity’ that we have adopted in Chapter 5 needs more investigation as to
its overall implications on compute at the edge, as well as its benefits concerning data privacy
and other data residency issues. It must be noted that the NoSQL movement has adopted the
key paradigms of computing clouds. For example, it questions the CAP theorem and, where
appropriate, favours eventual consistency before expensive guarantees that are hardly needed.
1Application developers would most likely choose the term ‘application delivery’ instead of ‘ap-
plication deployment’ because Linux containers managed by Docker are frequently used for Continuous
Improvement (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD)
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Also, there the clock has been turned back 30 years but in a good way.
While commercial pressure has meanwhile forced IaaS providers to abstract away their key
paradigms from the enterprise customer making the overall experience similar to legacy com-
pute environments for monolithic applications, in deployments and runtime environments of
newer applications the paradigms that we describe in this thesis will undisputedly find their
way into academic research agendas.
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Thu Aug 23 14:22 2012 Time and Allocation Profiling Report (Final)
timeprof_cmq +RTS -p
total time = 7.47 secs (7475 ticks @ 1000 us, 1 processor)
total alloc = 3,542,023,928 bytes (excludes profiling overheads)
COST CENTRE MODULE \%time \%alloc
collectPong Main 34.9 18.8
cwPop CMQ 15.1 0.1
append Data.Serialize.Builder 9.4 5.6
encodeListOf.\ Data.Serialize.Put 7.9 6.6
sendPing.\ Main 3.2 3.6
unsafeLiftIO.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 2.6 0.1
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 2.5 3.2
withSize.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 2.5 0.0
writeNBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 2.2 8.3
appendMsg CMQ 1.9 1.3
cwPush CMQ 1.8 0.5
put Data.Serialize 1.7 1.0
putWord64be.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 1.6 0.0
execPut Data.Serialize.Put 1.4 0.0
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 1.2 0.0
tell Data.Serialize.Put 1.0 2.3
newBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 0.3 45.7
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individual inherited
COST CENTRE MODULE no. entries \%time \%alloc \%time \%alloc
MAIN MAIN 123 0 0.1 0.0 100.0 100.0
main Main 257 0 0.0 0.0 94.2 93.3
runTest Main 258 0 0.0 0.0 94.2 93.3
sendPing Main 275 0 0.1 0.0 46.4 76.2
sendPing.\ Main 278 0 0.0 0.0 46.3 76.2
cwPush CMQ 279 0 1.8 0.4 46.3 76.2
transMit CMQ 451 593 0.1 0.1 2.1 1.9
transMit.mT’ CMQ 517 593 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
transMit.qT’ CMQ 516 593 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
encode Data.Serialize 455 593 0.0 0.0 1.6 1.8
put Data.Serialize 461 0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.6
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 462 0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.6
tell Data.Serialize.Put 467 24906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 463 0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.6
encodeListOf.\ Data.Serialize.Put 464 24906 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.6
put Data.Serialize 493 97252 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 495 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2
tell Data.Serialize.Put 499 97252 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 496 97252 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 497 97252 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 506 97252 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 498 97252 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
put.c Data.Serialize 494 97252 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
execPut Data.Serialize.Put 477 146471 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
sndS Data.Serialize.Put 478 146471 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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putWord64be Data.Serialize.Put 472 24906 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
tell Data.Serialize.Put 476 24906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Builder 473 24906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 474 24906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 486 24906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 475 24906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 466 146471 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
mappend Data.Serialize.Builder 465 24906 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
runPut Data.Serialize.Put 456 593 0.0 0.0 0.9 1.2
sndS Data.Serialize.Put 460 593 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
toByteString Data.Serialize.Builder 457 593 0.0 0.0 0.9 1.2
append Data.Serialize.Builder 459 593 0.3 0.2 0.9 0.6
put Data.Serialize 468 0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 469 0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4
encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 470 0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4
encodeListOf.\ Data.Serialize.Put 471 0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4
put Data.Serialize 500 0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 501 0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 502 0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 503 0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3
ensureFree Data.Serialize.Builder 511 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
withSize Data.Serialize.Builder 512 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
withSize.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 513 72939 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensureFree.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 514 72939 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 507 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3
unsafeLiftIO.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 508 97252 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3
flush.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 515 593 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
writeNBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 509 97252 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3
writeNBuffer.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 510 97252 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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putWord64be Data.Serialize.Put 479 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Builder 480 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 481 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 487 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
unsafeLiftIO.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 488 24906 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 504 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 505 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
writeNBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 489 24906 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
writeNBuffer.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 490 24906 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
putWord64be.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 491 24906 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
shiftr_w64 Data.Serialize.Builder 492 174342 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensureFree Data.Serialize.Builder 482 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
withSize Data.Serialize.Builder 483 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
withSize.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 484 49219 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
ensureFree.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 485 49219 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
newBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 458 0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5
transMit.(...) CMQ 454 593 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
transMit.a CMQ 453 593 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
sendq CMQ 452 593 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0
put Data.Serialize 301 24942 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 302 24942 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 305 24942 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
appendMsg CMQ 287 24349 1.9 1.3 41.9 73.7
appendMsg.env CMQ 448 24348 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.1
getQthresh CMQ 450 0 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1
appendMsg.(...) CMQ 348 24349 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
appendMsg.messages’ CMQ 347 24349 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
appendMsg.l CMQ 289 24349 0.1 0.0 36.8 48.2
encode Data.Serialize 290 24349 0.1 0.0 36.7 48.2
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put Data.Serialize 303 0 0.6 0.0 17.6 12.0
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 304 0 0.8 0.0 17.0 12.0
tell Data.Serialize.Put 310 535565 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4
encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 306 0 0.5 0.0 16.1 11.7
encodeListOf.\ Data.Serialize.Put 307 535565 7.2 6.1 15.6 11.7
put Data.Serialize 353 2044861 1.5 0.9 5.1 4.6
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 357 0 1.1 0.0 3.6 3.7
tell Data.Serialize.Put 361 2044861 0.5 1.4 0.5 1.4
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 358 2044861 0.3 0.0 2.0 2.3
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 359 2044861 1.3 2.3 1.7 2.3
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 374 2044861 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 360 2044861 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.0
put.c Data.Serialize 354 2044861 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
execPut Data.Serialize.Put 320 3091642 1.2 0.0 1.2 0.0
sndS Data.Serialize.Put 321 3091642 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Put 315 535565 0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0
tell Data.Serialize.Put 319 535565 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Builder 316 535565 0.1 0.0 0.7 0.6
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 317 535565 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 340 535565 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 318 535565 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 309 3091642 1.1 0.0 1.1 0.0
mappend Data.Serialize.Builder 308 535565 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
runPut Data.Serialize.Put 291 24349 0.0 0.0 19.1 36.1
sndS Data.Serialize.Put 300 24349 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
toByteString Data.Serialize.Builder 292 24349 0.3 0.0 19.1 36.1
append Data.Serialize.Builder 299 24349 7.1 5.1 18.6 13.5
put Data.Serialize 311 0 0.0 0.0 11.6 8.3
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 312 0 0.0 0.0 11.6 8.3
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encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 313 0 0.0 0.0 11.6 8.3
encodeListOf.\ Data.Serialize.Put 314 0 0.0 0.0 11.6 8.3
put Data.Serialize 362 0 0.0 0.0 6.8 6.2
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 363 0 0.0 0.0 6.8 6.2
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 364 0 0.0 0.0 6.8 6.2
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 365 0 0.3 0.0 6.8 6.2
ensureFree Data.Serialize.Builder 379 0 0.2 0.0 2.3 0.0
withSize Data.Serialize.Builder 380 0 0.5 0.0 2.1 0.0
withSize.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 381 1533645 1.5 0.0 1.7 0.0
ensureFree.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 382 1533645 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 375 0 0.5 0.0 4.2 6.2
unsafeLiftIO.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 376 2044861 1.9 0.0 3.7 6.2
flush.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 386 24348 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
writeNBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 377 2044861 1.6 6.0 1.8 6.0
writeNBuffer.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 378 2044860 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Put 322 0 0.0 0.0 4.7 2.2
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Builder 323 0 0.0 0.0 4.7 2.2
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 324 0 0.1 0.0 4.7 2.2
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 341 0 0.2 0.0 2.9 2.2
unsafeLiftIO.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 342 535565 0.5 0.0 2.7 2.2
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 370 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 371 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
writeNBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 343 535565 0.3 1.6 2.2 2.2
writeNBuffer.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 344 535565 0.3 0.6 1.8 0.6
putWord64be.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 345 535565 1.5 0.0 1.6 0.0
shiftr_w64 Data.Serialize.Builder 346 3748955 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
ensureFree Data.Serialize.Builder 334 0 0.3 0.0 1.8 0.0
withSize Data.Serialize.Builder 335 0 0.3 0.0 1.5 0.0
withSize.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 336 1046781 0.9 0.0 1.2 0.0
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ensureFree.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 337 1046781 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0
newBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 295 0 0.2 22.6 0.2 22.6
appendMsg.l’ CMQ 288 24349 0.1 0.1 2.6 24.0
encode Data.Serialize 387 24348 0.1 0.0 2.5 24.0
put Data.Serialize 393 0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.5
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 394 0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.5
tell Data.Serialize.Put 399 24348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 395 0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5
encodeListOf.\ Data.Serialize.Put 396 24348 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.5
put Data.Serialize 425 97392 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.2
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 427 0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2
tell Data.Serialize.Put 431 97392 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 428 97392 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 429 97392 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 438 97392 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 430 97392 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
put.c Data.Serialize 426 97392 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
execPut Data.Serialize.Put 409 121740 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
sndS Data.Serialize.Put 410 121740 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Put 404 24348 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
tell Data.Serialize.Put 408 24348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Builder 405 24348 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 406 24348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 418 24348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 407 24348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
append Data.Serialize.Builder 398 121740 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
mappend Data.Serialize.Builder 397 24348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
runPut Data.Serialize.Put 388 24348 0.0 0.0 1.3 23.4
sndS Data.Serialize.Put 392 24348 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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toByteString Data.Serialize.Builder 389 24348 0.2 0.0 1.2 23.4
append Data.Serialize.Builder 391 24348 0.4 0.2 0.9 0.8
put Data.Serialize 400 0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 401 0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 402 0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
encodeListOf.\ Data.Serialize.Put 403 0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
put Data.Serialize 432 0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 433 0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 434 0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 435 0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4
ensureFree Data.Serialize.Builder 443 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
withSize Data.Serialize.Builder 444 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
withSize.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 445 73044 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
ensureFree.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 446 73044 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 439 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4
unsafeLiftIO.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 440 97392 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.4
flush.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 447 24348 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
writeNBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 441 97392 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3
writeNBuffer.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 442 97392 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Put 411 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Builder 412 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 413 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
unsafeLiftIO Data.Serialize.Builder 419 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
unsafeLiftIO.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 420 24348 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 436 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 437 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
writeNBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 421 24348 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
writeNBuffer.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 422 24348 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
putWord64be.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 423 24348 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
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shiftr_w64 Data.Serialize.Builder 424 170436 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensureFree Data.Serialize.Builder 414 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
withSize Data.Serialize.Builder 415 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
withSize.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 416 48696 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
ensureFree.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 417 48696 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
newBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 390 0 0.1 22.6 0.1 22.6
cwPush.m CMQ 284 24350 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1
getTMap CMQ 286 0 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1
insertSglton CMQ 283 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
cwPush.q CMQ 280 24350 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.1
getTPsq CMQ 282 0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1
collectPong Main 267 0 32.7 15.8 47.7 15.9
inc Main 594 10003 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
cwPop CMQ 269 0 15.1 0.1 15.1 0.1
newRq CMQ 259 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2
get Data.Serialize 527 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
getListOf Data.Serialize.Get 528 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
getListOf.go Data.Serialize.Get 547 61009 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
return Data.Serialize.Get 588 10374 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 548 50635 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 529 91390 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
>>=.\ Data.Serialize.Get 530 335179 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.0
getWord8 Data.Serialize.Get 564 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
getPtr Data.Serialize.Get 565 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
getBytes Data.Serialize.Get 571 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
ensure Data.Serialize.Get 573 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
ensure.\ Data.Serialize.Get 574 40508 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
>>=.\.ks’ Data.Serialize.Get 575 293683 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.6
getBytes.rest Data.Serialize.Get 587 40261 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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getListOf.go Data.Serialize.Get 586 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
return Data.Serialize.Get 589 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
return.\ Data.Serialize.Get 590 10374 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
finalK Data.Serialize.Get 591 247 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getPtr.k Data.Serialize.Get 584 40508 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getBytes.consume Data.Serialize.Get 583 40508 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
return Data.Serialize.Get 578 202540 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
return.\ Data.Serialize.Get 579 202540 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
get Data.Serialize 585 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
fmap Data.Serialize.Get 580 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
fmap.\ Data.Serialize.Get 581 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
fmap.\.ks’ Data.Serialize.Get 582 40508 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
put Data.Serialize.Get 576 40508 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
put.\ Data.Serialize.Get 577 40508 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
fmap Data.Serialize.Get 567 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
fmap.\ Data.Serialize.Get 568 40508 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
get Data.Serialize 556 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
get.getByte Data.Serialize 559 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getWord64be Data.Serialize.Get 533 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
getBytes Data.Serialize.Get 536 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
ensure Data.Serialize.Get 538 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
ensure.\ Data.Serialize.Get 539 10374 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
>>=.\.ks’ Data.Serialize.Get 540 41496 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
getBytes.rest Data.Serialize.Get 553 10374 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getListOf.go Data.Serialize.Get 549 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getBytes.consume Data.Serialize.Get 546 10374 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
shiftl_w64 Data.Serialize.Get 545 72618 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
return Data.Serialize.Get 543 20748 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
return.\ Data.Serialize.Get 544 20748 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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put Data.Serialize.Get 541 10374 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
put.\ Data.Serialize.Get 542 10374 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
loadTChan CMQ 263 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
write2TChan CMQ 592 246 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
write2TChan.\ CMQ 593 10086 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
receiveMessage CMQ 265 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
decode Data.Serialize 522 247 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
runGet Data.Serialize.Get 523 247 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
loopMyQ CMQ 261 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
loopMyQ.tdelay CMQ 519 248 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getDelay CMQ 521 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
loopMyQ.duetime CMQ 518 248 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF CMQ 245 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getDelay CMQ 520 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getQthresh CMQ 449 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getTMap CMQ 285 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getTPsq CMQ 281 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getTChan CMQ 271 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Main 244 0 0.0 0.0 5.7 6.7
get Data.Serialize 550 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getListOf Data.Serialize.Get 551 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 552 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
put Data.Serialize 350 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 351 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 352 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
$cStrlen Main 252 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
$tStrlen Main 249 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
strlen Main 247 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
gunfold Main 253 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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toConstr Main 251 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
gfoldl Main 250 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
dataTypeOf Main 248 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
main Main 246 1 0.0 0.0 5.7 6.7
main.diff Main 595 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
runTest Main 255 1 0.0 0.0 5.7 6.7
sendPing Main 274 1 0.2 0.1 3.5 3.7
sendPing.\ Main 276 24350 3.2 3.6 3.3 3.6
cwPush CMQ 277 24350 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
collectPong Main 266 1 2.2 3.0 2.2 3.0
cwPop CMQ 268 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
cwPop.mtch CMQ 270 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getTChan CMQ 272 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
newRq CMQ 256 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
get Data.Serialize 524 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getListOf Data.Serialize.Get 525 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 526 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
newRq.cmq CMQ 273 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
loadTChan CMQ 262 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
receiveMessage CMQ 264 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
loopMyQ CMQ 260 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
strlen Main 254 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF System.Console.CmdArgs.Default 243 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF System.Console.CmdArgs.Implicit.Global 237 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF System.Console.CmdArgs.Implicit.Reader 235 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF System.Console.CmdArgs.Annotate 231 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF System.Console.CmdArgs.Explicit 230 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Data.Generics.Any.Prelude 227 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF System.Console.CmdArgs.Explicit.Help 224 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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CAF Data.IP.Addr 216 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Network.Socket 215 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Data.Serialize 195 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
get Data.Serialize 560 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
get Data.Serialize 554 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
get.getByte Data.Serialize 557 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 558 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 555 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
put Data.Serialize 355 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
put Data.Serialize 325 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putListOf Data.Serialize.Put 326 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
encodeListOf Data.Serialize.Put 327 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
encodeListOf.\ Data.Serialize.Put 328 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
mempty Data.Serialize.Builder 383 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
empty Data.Serialize.Builder 384 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
mappend Data.Serialize.Builder 349 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Put 329 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putWord64be Data.Serialize.Builder 330 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 331 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensureFree Data.Serialize.Builder 332 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensureFree.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 338 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
empty Data.Serialize.Builder 339 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
withSize Data.Serialize.Builder 333 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Data.Serialize.Put 194 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
putWord8 Data.Serialize.Put 356 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
singleton Data.Serialize.Builder 366 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
writeN Data.Serialize.Builder 367 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensureFree Data.Serialize.Builder 368 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensureFree.\ Data.Serialize.Builder 372 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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empty Data.Serialize.Builder 373 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
withSize Data.Serialize.Builder 369 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Data.Serialize.Get 193 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getWord8 Data.Serialize.Get 561 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getPtr Data.Serialize.Get 562 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getBytes Data.Serialize.Get 569 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensure Data.Serialize.Get 572 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 570 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
fmap Data.Serialize.Get 566 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 563 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getWord64be Data.Serialize.Get 531 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
getBytes Data.Serialize.Get 534 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ensure Data.Serialize.Get 537 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 535 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
>>= Data.Serialize.Get 532 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Data.Serialize.Builder 192 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
flush Data.Serialize.Builder 385 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
defaultSize Data.Serialize.Builder 296 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
defaultSize.overhead Data.Serialize.Builder 298 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
defaultSize.k Data.Serialize.Builder 297 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
toByteString Data.Serialize.Builder 293 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
newBuffer Data.Serialize.Builder 294 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.IO.Encoding 176 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.IO.Handle.FD 173 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Text.Printf 165 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.Event.Internal 163 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.Event.Thread 162 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.Conc.Sync 160 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF Data.Typeable.Internal 155 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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CAF System.CPUTime 154 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.Conc.Signal 149 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.Float 147 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.IO.Encoding.Iconv 146 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CAF GHC.Integer.Logarithms.Internals 131 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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